Originalism-by-Analogy and Second Amendment Adjudication

**Abstract.** In *New York State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen*, the Supreme Court held that the constitutionality of modern gun laws must be evaluated by direct analogy to history, unmediated by familiar doctrinal tests. *Bruen*’s novel approach to historical decision-making purported to constrain judicial discretion but instead enabled judicial subjectivity, obfuscation, and unpredictability. Those problems are painfully evident in courts’ faltering efforts to apply *Bruen* to laws regulating 3D-printed guns, assault weapons, large-capacity magazines, obliterated serial numbers, and the possession of guns on subways or by people subject to domestic-violence restraining orders. The Court’s recent grant of certiorari in *United States v. Rahimi* provides a much-needed opportunity for clarification and course correction. Without a more disciplined approach, the future of Second Amendment doctrine is dire, as is that of other areas of constitutional law where such tests take root.

This Article begins by explaining *Bruen*’s approach, which we call originalism-by-analogy. It shares some features with standard forms of originalism and traditionalism but also differs in the degree to which it requires judges to reason analogically directly from the historical record rather than, for example, using historical sources to identify the original public meaning of a constitutional provision. The Article then explains and addresses several challenges of originalism-by-analogy by bringing together two bodies of scholarship that have thus far had little overlap: the voluminous literature on originalism and the generations-old literature on analogical reasoning in law.

We distill three broad challenges for post-*Bruen* Second Amendment law and scholarship and suggest some partial solutions. First, courts applying *Bruen* must discern workable principles of relevant similarity—the *sine qua non* of analogical reasoning—to compare historical and modern laws. Second, doctrine must account for the fundamental differences between past and present, in part through careful attention to the level of generality at which the historical inquiry is conducted. Third, the approach must account for courts’ institutional limitations in conducting a difficult historical inquiry. This includes not overreading silences in the record and also recognizing that—precisely because it requires comparison of past and present—*Bruen* not only licenses regulatory change but preserves an important role for contemporary empirics and legislative deference.
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INTRODUCTION

The Supreme Court’s increasingly historical approach to constitutional rights adjudication faces waves of criticism. Legal scholars and historians alike have highlighted the Court’s selective use of historical sources,¹ the disconnect between those sources and modern challenges,² the silence of most voices within the historical record,³ and even basic errors of historical fact.⁴ Many of these critiques track longstanding criticisms of originalism as an interpretive practice—perhaps the central battlefield in constitutional scholarship over the past few decades.⁵

One especially notable aspect of the Court’s recent turn to history is that it appears to depart from—or at least extend beyond—standard public meaning originalism, which has become the dominant version of originalist


2. See, e.g., David Cole, Egregiously Wrong: The Supreme Court’s Unprecedented Turn, N.Y.REV. BOOKS (Aug. 18, 2022), https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2022/08/18/egregiously-wrong-the-supreme-courts-unprecedented-turn-david-cole[https://perma.cc/LZW7-6PAV] (“[W]hy should states in the twenty-first century be limited to what states did centuries earlier, particularly when conditions have radically changed?”).

3. Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Org., 142 S. Ct. 2228, 2324 (2022) (Breyer, Sotomayor & Kagan, JJ., dissenting) (“[O]f course, ‘people’ did not ratify the Fourteenth Amendment. Men did. So it is perhaps not so surprising that the ratifiers were not perfectly attuned to the im-portance of reproductive rights for women’s liberty, or for their capacity to participate as equal members of our Nation.”).


5. We discuss leading approaches to originalism throughout the Article. For prominent critiques, see generally ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, WORSE THAN NOTHING: THE DANGEROUS FAL-LACY OF ORIGINALISM (2022); FRANK CROSS, THE FAILED PROMISE OF ORIGINALISM (2009); ERIC J. SEGALL, ORIGINALISM AS FAITH (2018); and Mitchell N. Berman, Originalism is Bunk, 84 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1 (2009).
methodology. Rather than identifying the original public meaning of constitutional text (which might then be implemented through doctrinal tests), judges applying this new method are supposed to analogize modern laws directly to historical sources, unmediated by a legal rule or standard like the tiers of scrutiny. Though some scholars in the originalist literature have noted the difficulties of analogizing across time, the important differences between public-meaning originalism, traditionalism, and the historical-analogical approach—which we call originalism-by-analogy—have yet to be fully extrapolated or addressed.

An exchange between Justices Alito and Scalia in United States v. Jones helps illuminate the distinctions between standard public meaning originalism (championed by Scalia) and the historical-analogical approach (critiqued by Alito). In response to Scalia’s reliance on eighteenth-century legal tradition to assess whether using a GPS device to track a suspect’s car comports with the Fourth Amendment, Alito wrote that “it is almost impossible to think of late eighteenth-century situations that are analogous to” the use of GPS devices. Alito asked drily, “[i]s it possible to imagine a case in which a constable secreted himself somewhere in a coach and remained there for a period of time in order to

monitor the movements of the coach’s owner?” He observed the absurdity of that analogy: “This would have required either a gigantic coach, a very tiny constable, or both—not to mention a constable with incredible fortitude and patience.” Scalia gamely responded that such a situation “is not far afield—a constable’s concealing himself in the target’s coach in order to track its movements.” But perhaps recognizing the strained nature of the historical analogy, he ultimately disclaimed the need to rely on analogical reasoning at all: “In any case, it is quite irrelevant whether there was an 18th-century analog. Whatever new methods of investigation may be devised, our task, at a minimum, is to decide whether the action in question would have constituted a search within the original meaning of the Fourth Amendment.”

Justice Scalia’s sidestep to public meaning originalism, however, seems unavailable under the historical-analogical approach in New York State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen. Rejecting the Second Amendment framework adopted throughout the federal courts of appeals—a test that relied on both history and scrutiny—the Court held that contemporary gun laws must instead be evaluated solely by comparison to historical tradition. The Court emphasized that application of this new test would require not only historical citations, but historical analogy akin to the sort critiqued by Justice Alito and disclaimed by Justice Scalia in Jones. In fact, the Bruen majority used versions of the word “analogy” nearly thirty times.

12. Id.
13. Id. at 420 n.3.
14. Id. at 406 n.3 (majority opinion).
15. Id. Justices Alito and Scalia had a similar exchange in a First Amendment challenge to restrictions on violent video games:

JUSTICE ALITO: Well, I think what Justice Scalia wants to know is what James Madison thought about video games.
(Laughter.)

JUSTICE ALITO: Did he enjoy them?

JUSTICE SCALIA: No, I want to know what James Madison thought about violence. Was there any indication that anybody thought, when the First Amendment was adopted, that there . . . was an exception to it for . . . speech regarding violence?

Transcript of Oral Argument at 17, Brown v. Ent. Merchs. Ass’n, 564 U.S. 786 (2011) (No. 08-1448); see also United States v. Hughes, No. 22-CR-00640, 2023 WL 4205226, at *9 n.15 (D.S.C. June 27, 2023) (citing this Article and using Jones and Brown to illustrate the “inherent difficulty in finding an identical comparison”).

17. See infra notes 67-74 and accompanying text (discussing pre-Bruen methodology).
18. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2126; see infra Section I.A (describing Bruen’s approach).
From tiny constables to GPS devices, or from muskets to AR-15s, historical-analogical reasoning raises serious challenges, which are evident in lower courts’ faltering efforts to apply Bruen to modern gun laws. Although there is still time for courts to develop workable standards (as they did after District of Columbia v. Heller), post-Bruen cases reveal an erratic, unprincipled jurisprudence, leading courts to strike down gun laws on the basis of thin historical discussion and no meaningful explanation of historical analogy. Some decisions upholding gun laws likewise seem adrift, with courts upholding the federal prohibition on gun possession by felons without addressing the well-recognized lack of early historical predecessors or concluding that firearm manufacturing receives no Second Amendment protection at all because “making” is neither “keeping” nor “bearing.”

Whether one celebrates or condemns the outcomes in any given case, the new approach has generated wildly manipulable and unpredictable case outcomes. In the year after Bruen, courts reached divergent results regarding the constitutionality of laws banning people under felony indictment from acquiring "keeping" nor "bearing."

---


22. See, e.g., United States v. King, 634 F. Supp. 3d 78, 83 (S.D.N.Y. 2022) (arguing that Bruen did not disturb the Supreme Court’s earlier approval in Heller of laws disarming felons without discussing history).


24. There also appear to be predictable ideological differences, at least in terms of the party of a judge’s nominating President, with the vast majority of opinions finding gun laws constitutionally impermissible after Bruen drafted by Republican-nominated judges. That would be consistent with pre-Bruen trends showing a developing ideological split. See Adam M. Samaha & Roy Germano, Judicial Ideology Emerges, at Last, in Second Amendment Cases, 13 CHARLESTON L. REV. 315, 345 (2018) (“The most recent data indicate that, unlike the early years after Heller, judge ideology has become a significant predictor of judge votes in civil gun rights cases.”).
new guns;\textsuperscript{25} prohibiting assault weapons,\textsuperscript{26} firearms with obliterated serial numbers,\textsuperscript{27} and large-capacity magazines;\textsuperscript{28} restricting self-manufactured “ghost guns”;\textsuperscript{29} disarming unlawful users of controlled substances;\textsuperscript{30} banning gun possession by people convicted of nonviolent felonies;\textsuperscript{31} barring guns in “sensitive places” such as places of worship, summer camps, urban mass transit, and Times Square;\textsuperscript{32} and prohibiting the purchase or carry of guns by eighteen- to twenty-year-olds.\textsuperscript{33} Perhaps most prominently, in \textit{United States v. Rahimi}, the Fifth Circuit disagreed with other post-\textit{Bruen} case law and struck down the federal law prohibiting those subject to a domestic-violence restraining order from

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Compare} United States v. Kelly, No. 22-CR-00037, 2022 WL 17336578 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 16, 2022) (holding that such laws were enforceable), \textit{with} United States v. Quiroz, No. 22-CR-00104, 2022 WL 4352482 (W.D. Tex. Sept. 19, 2022) (holding that such laws were unenforceable).
\item \textit{Compare} Herrera v. Raoul, No. 23-CV-532, 2023 WL 3074799 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 25, 2023) (holding that such laws were enforceable), \textit{with} Barnett v. Raoul, No. 23-CV-209, 2023 WL 3160285 (S.D. Ill. Apr. 28, 2023) (holding that such laws were unenforceable).
\item \textit{Compare} United States v. Reyna, No. 21-CR-41, 2022 WL 17714376 (N.D. Ind. Dec. 15, 2022) (holding that such laws were enforceable), \textit{with} United States v. Price, 635 F. Supp. 3d 455 (S.D. W. Va. 2022) (holding that such laws were unenforceable).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
possessing a gun, declaring it “an outlier[] that our ancestors would never have accepted” — though every court prior to Bruen had done exactly that.

As this Article was in its final stages of editing, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Rahimi, which will be briefed and argued as the Article goes to print. The case presents a tremendous opportunity for the Justices to correct some of the most significant developing trends in post-Bruen doctrine. Indeed, Rahimi exemplifies perfectly the three major challenges we have identified and addressed here: the essential task of articulating principles of relevant similarity, the importance and difficulty of managing anachronism through levels of generality, and a proper recognition of the judiciary’s institutional limitations. We do not expect the Court to explicitly revise Bruen. But Rahimi is an ideal chance to fix some attendant doctrinal problems before they spread further.

As a matter of legal scholarship, Bruen’s historical-analogical approach raises novel challenges for the relationship between law and history and implicates two rich scholarly literatures that, until now, have had relatively little interaction. For generations, scholars — some drawing on psychology and cognitive science — have attempted to both describe and evaluate analogical reasoning in law. But scholarship on analogical reasoning has tended to focus on similarity as “seen between case” and not between laws and practices across time. In his enormously influential work on analogical reasoning, Cass Sunstein makes this distinction explicit: “In the United States, most constitutional cases are decided not by reference to constitutional text or history, but through analogies and thus through casuistical reasoning.”

36. See infra Section II.A.2 (discussing literature on analogical reasoning).
37. EDWARD H. LEVI, AN INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL REASONING 2 (1949) (emphasis added); see also BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 31-34 (1921) (describing the method through which “the professional experts who make up the lawyer class” could conclude when cases are “the same” or not).
38. An element of comparison across time is present even when simply comparing precedent, but it is pronounced for originalism due to its commitment to the fixation thesis — the notion that the meaning of a constitutional provision is set at the time of ratification. Lawrence B. Solum, The Fixation Thesis: The Role of Historical Fact in Original Meaning, 91 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1, 1 (2015).
Meanwhile, the originalism literature has primarily focused on questions like why history should be binding, whether historical analysis is constraining, whether judges are well-positioned to perform it, and which historical materials matter. Some of that debate is implicitly about analogical reasoning; to critique an originalist opinion as anachronistic is to argue that there are insufficient principles of relevant similarity connecting historical sources to a contemporary legal challenge. But originalist scholarship has not thoroughly engaged with the literature on analogical reasoning, nor vice versa. Given the Court’s turn to originalism-by-analogy, such engagement has never been more essential.

In Part I, we explain *Bruen*’s method, which instructs that courts must evaluate the constitutionality of modern weapons laws by analogizing to historical predecessors. The majority opinion highlighted two nonexhaustive “metrics” to guide that comparison—“how” and “why” historical and modern laws burden armed self-defense—but also introduced a variety of additional and alternative principles. Whether *Bruen*’s approach can be classified as originalist, traditionalist, or something else entirely depends on how one defines those interpretive methods—a deeply contested set of questions we do not purport to resolve. But whatever label one applies, originalism-by-analogy differs in important ways from standard approaches to historical reasoning, raising distinctive and unaddressed challenges.

In Part II, we explore three of these challenges and offer some doctrinal solutions. First, as the *Bruen* majority recognized, “because ‘[e]verything is similar...”.

---


42. See, e.g., Jonathan Gienapp, *Knowing How vs. Knowing That: Navigating the Past*, PROCESS (Apr. 4, 2017), https://www.processhistory.org/gienapp-knowing-how [https://perma.cc/4MNZ-SEU9] (“Lawyers are trained to read the Constitution’s words embedded in modern language games—which is also how virtually every contemporary American citizen reads them. This is a highly credible way to interpret the document... But, for better or worse, what it cannot do is locate the text’s original meaning.”).

43. See, e.g., Randy E. Barnett, *The Original Meaning of the Commerce Clause*, 68 U. CHI. L. REV. 101, 107 (2001) (“With original meaning, then, more ‘historical context’ is not automatically preferred. To the contrary, originalism requires a limited focus on certain types of evidence of historical meaning: that evidence that most clearly indicates the public meaning of the text that is being interpreted at the time it was adopted.”).

44. See supra note 9 (collecting critiques).

45. See infra Part I.

46. See infra Part I.
in infinite ways to everything else,’ one needs ‘some metric enabling the analogizer to assess which similarities are important and which are not.’”\(^\text{47}\) Indeed, the very essence of analogical reasoning is comparing two or more things by reference to principles of relevant similarity.\(^\text{48}\) While others have criticized *Bruen*’s impact on public safety\(^\text{49}\) and its reading of the historical record,\(^\text{50}\) our concern is that the opinion failed to provide, let alone apply, sufficient principles to guide the novel historical-comparative doctrine it created. It is thus unsurprising that many post-*Bruen* opinions look like conclusions accompanied by historical citations, with little connecting the two.\(^\text{51}\) We turn to the literature on analogical reasoning to help explain this shortcoming and why courts need to derive principles to mediate the analogical process.\(^\text{52}\)

Second, by requiring direct comparison between modern and historical practices, the historical-analogical approach raises acute problems of anachronism.\(^\text{53}\) It is one thing to ask whether a historically derived right to armed self-defense can be legitimately burdened by a modern prohibition on gun possession in subways or airplanes; it is quite another to ask whether such prohibitions have analogues at a time before subways and airplanes existed. How can courts use historical comparators to evaluate the constitutionality of contemporary gun laws involving firearms or places that did not exist at the Founding, or which reflect recognition of problems (and, for that matter, people) the Framers failed to address? What historical analogues should guide evaluation of modern domestic-
violence restrictions that were adopted specifically to break from a legal tradition that undervalued women’s lives?\[54\]

Originalism-by-analogy must be able to accommodate the immense differences between historical and modern weapons and violence, as the Court itself recognized in defining the class of “Arms” to include modern weapons.\[55\] Adjusting the level of generality at which the historical inquiry is conducted can mitigate the risk of anachronism. For example, a court evaluating the modern domestic-violence prohibition might recognize a historical tradition of disarming dangerous persons generally,\[56\] rather than domestic abusers particularly. There are good reasons to operate at a high level of generality to mitigate the risk of anachronism. But whatever level of generality a court selects, it should be evenly applied – not, for example, describing the right at a broad level of generality and then narrowly defining the set of relevant historical regulations.\[57\]

Third, and finally, originalism-by-analogy should be applied with attention to at least two matters of institutional competence.\[58\] First, courts should be careful about basing broad decisions on a supposed lack of historical evidence, given that they simply do not have the time or ability to identify all the relevant historical comparators. Neither do professional historians, whose research programs do not conform to a court’s briefing schedule.\[59\] A relative dearth of historical evidence might simply reflect institutional limitations, not constitutional analysis. Second, and to a degree that has been underappreciated by both those who criticize and those who celebrate it, the historical-analogical method actually relies on contemporary empirical evidence. \[Bruen\] specifically requires that modern and historical laws be compared with regard to “why” and “how” they burden armed self-defense, and conducting that comparison without evidence regarding the justification and operation of the modern laws – matters on which legislative deference may be appropriate – is impossible.


55. See infra notes 317-318, 404-408 and accompanying text.


57. See infra Section II.B.2.

58. See infra Section II.C.

In the wake of *Bruen*, courts face a Second Amendment “terra incognita” akin to that following *District of Columbia v. Heller*. Addressing the challenges we identify is the first step toward articulating coherent and meaningful legal rules, and *Rahimi* presents an incredibly valuable opportunity to do so. To the degree that *Bruen* and other cases from the 2021-2022 Term are a harbinger of a broader change in the Supreme Court’s approach to history and constitutional law, grappling with originalism-by-analogy will be a central challenge for many years to come.

1. **BRUEN’S NOVEL APPROACH TO HISTORICAL ANALOGY**

The Supreme Court’s 2008 decision in *District of Columbia v. Heller* was both celebrated and criticized as a high-water mark of originalism. New York State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. *Bruen* appears to have pushed that mark even higher, despite adopting a different approach to constitutional historicism—one that does not simply identify the original public meaning of constitutional text and then apply standard doctrinal rules (as *Heller’s* progeny did), but purports to reason directly and exclusively by analogy to the historical record.

---

60. United States v. Masciandaro, 638 F.3d 458, 475 (4th Cir. 2011) (describing “the dilemma faced by lower courts in the post-*Heller* world” and explaining that “[t]he whole matter strikes us as a vast terra incognita that courts should enter only upon necessity and only then by small degree”).


In *Bruen*, the Court struck down a New York law requiring that an individual demonstrate a heightened risk of being attacked in order to obtain a permit to carry a concealed handgun for self-defense.\(^{63}\) That outcome had an immediate and significant impact on the roughly 80 million people living in states with discretionary, “may-issue” licensing laws like New York’s;\(^{64}\) it required those states to adopt more permissive “shall-issue” policies that can include objective criteria like minimal training, but not an applicant’s self-defense need.\(^{65}\)

But the broader and more lasting impact of *Bruen* will be the novel approach the Court adopted for evaluating Second Amendment challenges.\(^{66}\) Before *Bruen*, courts applied a conventional methodology that combined historical analysis with consideration of contemporary costs and benefits. As *Bruen* recognized: “[T]he Courts of Appeals [had] coalesced around a ‘two-step’ framework for analyzing Second Amendment challenges that combines history with means-end scrutiny.”\(^{67}\) In fact, that framework was adopted by every federal court of appeals to consider the question.\(^{68}\) Under this consensus approach, courts would “ask if the restricted activity is protected by the Second Amendment in the first place; and then, if necessary, [they would] . . . apply the appropriate level of

---

65. See *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2138 n.9 (noting that “nothing in our analysis should be interpreted to suggest the unconstitutionality of the 43 States’ ‘shall-issue’ licensing regimes”); id. at 2162 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“[S]hall-issue licensing regimes are constitutionally permissible”).
67. *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2125; see also Ruben & Blocher, supra note 20 (providing a comprehensive review of post-*Heller* Second Amendment doctrine).
68. *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2174 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“[E]very Court of Appeals to have addressed the question has agreed on a two-step framework for evaluating whether a firearm regulation is consistent with the Second Amendment.”).
The first part of this framework was a “threshold question [of] whether the regulated activity falls within the scope of the Second Amendment” based on a “historical understanding of the scope of the . . . right.” “[I]f the historical evidence is inconclusive or suggests that the regulated activity is not categorically unprotected[,] then there must be a second inquiry into the strength of the government’s justification for restricting or regulating the exercise of Second Amendment rights.” At this latter step, courts would “evaluate the regulatory means the government has chosen and the public-benefits end it seeks to achieve.”

The pre-Brue doctrine conformed the Second Amendment right to other constitutional tests; indeed, the methodology was expressly borrowed from First Amendment cases. Brue rejected that approach, instead holding that modern gun laws, including those addressing problems unknown to or unrecognized by the Founding generation, must be evaluated based on whether they are consistent with historical tradition.

Our concern here is not with Brue’s reading of history, which others have criticized, but its use of that history—that is, the guidance it gives (and fails to give) about how to reason from historical sources. Our critique is therefore methodological rather than historical. Brue mandates a historical-analogical approach to Second Amendment adjudication but does not articulate or apply a coherent approach to analogical reasoning. The majority opinion invokes a variety of alternative and sometimes-conflicting considerations, and its primary “metrics” of relevant similarity—“why” and “how” modern and historical gun laws burdened armed self-defense—are plainly insufficient to resolve concrete cases. Though these difficulties share some characteristics with common objections to originalism in general, they also mark a significant departure from standard approaches to originalism, like the search for original public meaning. And that novelty in turn raises serious challenges for implementation, which we address in Part II.

70. Ezell v. City of Chicago, 846 F.3d 888, 892 (7th Cir. 2017).
71. Jackson v. City and Cnty. of San Francisco, 746 F.3d 953, 960 (9th Cir. 2014) (quoting Dist. of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 625 (2008)).
72. Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 441 (7th Cir. 2019) (quoting Ezell v. City of Chicago, 651 F.3d 684, 703 (2011)).
73. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Ezell, 651 F.3d at 703).
74. See, e.g., United States v. Marzzarella, 614 F.3d 85, 89 (3d Cir. 2010) (looking to the First Amendment for guidance on deriving the pre-Brue framework).
75. See infra Section II.B.
76. See infra Section I.B.
A. Bruen’s Novel Approach

Bruen opened by holding on textualist and originalist grounds that the right to keep and bear arms extends outside the home, a proposition the parties did not contest. That holding was not surprising methodologically, nor did it disrupt much existing doctrine, since lower courts had overwhelmingly held or assumed as much to be true.

But in implementing its holding by setting rules to determine which gun laws are consistent with the right to bear arms, Bruen announced an entirely new framework:

In keeping with Heller, we hold that when the Second Amendment’s plain text covers an individual’s conduct, the Constitution presumptively protects that conduct. To justify its regulation, the government may not simply posit that the regulation promotes an important interest. Rather, the government must demonstrate that the regulation is consistent with this Nation’s historical tradition of firearm regulation. Only if a firearm regulation is consistent with this Nation’s historical tradition may a court conclude that the individual’s conduct falls outside the Second Amendment’s “unqualified command.”

This new historical test represented a sea change in doctrine, calling into question more than one thousand post-Heller cases that had been decided on grounds that were not exclusively historical and analogical. And because that historical record is contested, unclear, and incomplete, it of course will not provide clear guidance in all cases. To fill the gap, Bruen emphasized repeatedly that its

---

78. See Rogers v. Grewal, 140 S. Ct. 1865, 1868 (2020) (Thomas, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (observing how lower courts had either found or assumed that the Second Amendment extended outside the home).
79. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2126; see also id. at 2129-30 (reiterating this test nearly verbatim).
80. One measure of this disruption was the fact that, within days of Bruen, nearly every Second Amendment case on Westlaw was apparently marked with a red flag. Unfortunately, Westlaw does not—or would not, in response to queries—account for how many red flags were added or why, so this is simply our own observation.
81. See, e.g., Kachalsky v. Cnty. of Westchester, 701 F.3d 81, 91 (2d Cir. 2012) (“History and tradition do not speak with one voice.”); Heller v. Dist. of Columbia, 670 F.3d 1244, 1275 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting) (“[W]hen legislatures seek to address new weapons that have not traditionally existed or to impose new gun regulations because of conditions that have not traditionally existed, there obviously will not be a history or tradition of banning such weapons or imposing such regulations. That does not mean the Second Amendment does not apply to those weapons or in those circumstances. Nor does it mean that the
methodology will require litigants and judges to make analogies to historical regulations. Many have highlighted the difficulty of deriving workable rules from *Bruen*, and we share the view that its guidance is insufficient at best. In the following sections, we identify the major elements of its framework before turning to some attendant complications in Part II.

1. The “Plain-Text” Threshold

While *Bruen* dismissed the consensus two-part approach applied in the lower courts as having “one step too many,” it introduced a two-part test of its own—one that appears to prescribe a historical-analogical inquiry only in a subset of Second Amendment disputes. In particular, the majority said that “when the Second Amendment’s plain text covers an individual’s conduct . . . the government must demonstrate that the regulation is consistent with this Nation’s historical tradition of firearm regulation.” Since the word “when” functions as a conditional, the reach of *Bruen*’s historical-analogical test appears limited only to those cases already covered by the “plain text” of the Amendment.

Four features of *Bruen*’s initial textual inquiry are particularly notable. First, even a plain-text inquiry will involve significant judicial discretion. In *Bruen* itself, the Court had no trouble concluding that the plain text of the Amendment covers “carrying handguns publicly for self-defense.” In keeping with some other courts, the majority found this result to be compelled by the plain text of the Amendment.

---

82. As noted above, the opinion contained more than thirty references to versions of the word “analogy.” *See supra* p. 104.


84. *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2117.

85. United States v. Rahimi, 59 F.4th 443, 453 (5th Cir. 2023) (“*Bruen* articulated two analytical steps.”); Nat’l Rifle Ass’n v. Bondi, 61 F.4th 1317, 1329 (11th Cir. 2023) (“[W]e read *Bruen* as articulating two analytical steps.”).

86. *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2130 (emphasis added).

87. To the extent the Court is drawing a clear distinction between textual and historical inquiries, that itself is a departure from conventional originalist approaches that consider contemporaneous history to determine original meaning. *See*, e.g., Michael D. Ramsey, Missouri v. Holland and Historical Textualism, 73 MO. L. REV. 969, 974 (2008) (“A text’s historical meaning arises from the context in which it was written and from the common meaning of its words in the ordinary language of that particular time.”).

the word “bear.” But, of course, reading self-defense into the phrase “bear arms” is itself a deeply contested historical claim and hard to justify based solely on the unadorned text, even if it might be supportable on other grounds.

Second, these discretionary choices about plain text shape not only the scope of Second Amendment rights, but also the downstream application of Bruen’s historical-analogical test, since the scope of the right impacts perceptions of how heavy the burden imposed actually is. By framing the plain text as protecting a right to “carry[] handguns publicly for self-defense,” the Court in Bruen accentuated the burdens imposed by New York’s public-carry law. Those burdens would have looked less significant if the Court had defined the relevant conduct as, for example, the ability to carry weapons for self-defense, let alone the right to keep and bear arms as a whole. If a broader slice of the right to keep and bear arms were used as the denominator, the constitutional burden imposed by New York’s handgun law would look comparatively smaller.

Third, the plain text of the Second Amendment simply does not address many gun-rights claims. The plain text of the word “arms,” for example, does not distinguish between handguns and the “dangerous and unusual weapons”

89. See id. at 2135 (“The Second Amendment’s plain text thus presumptively guarantees petitions Koch and Nash a right to ‘bear’ arms in public for self-defense.”); Moore v. Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 936 (7th Cir. 2012) (“The right to ‘bear’ as distinct from the right to “keep” arms is unlikely to refer to the home. To speak of ‘bearing’ arms within one’s home would at all times have been an awkward usage. A right to bear arms thus implies a right to carry a loaded gun outside the home.”); Young v. Hawaii, 992 F.3d 765, 831 (9th Cir. 2021) (O’Scannlain, J., dissenting) (“The evidence that the Second Amendment’s Framers and ratifiers understood the right to bear arms to encompass public carry is not only lexical, but logical.”).


91. See infra Section I.A.3.

92. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2134.

93. For another example of a court defining the textually protected right in a way that increases the government’s burden to defend a regulation, see Boland v. Bonta, No. SACV-22-01421, 2023 WL 2588565, at *6 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 20, 2023) (concluding that the Second Amendment’s plain text covers “purchasing state-of-the-art handguns on the primary market” and then striking down a law requiring certain safety features as impinging that protected conduct).

that the Supreme Court said are not covered,\textsuperscript{95} nor does it clearly indicate whether manufacturing untraceable “ghost guns” is covered.\textsuperscript{96} That is not to say that such weapons necessarily fall outside the Amendment, only that the lines must be drawn based on considerations beyond the unadorned plain text. To the degree that the heavy historical burden that \textit{Bruen} prescribes is triggered only by cases involving the “plain text” of the Second Amendment, its reach should be relatively circumscribed.

Fourth, it seems plausible that some courts will resolve cases at this plain-text stage in order to avoid the difficulties of applying \textit{Bruen}’s historical-analogical analysis.\textsuperscript{97} Consider the federal law prohibiting gun possession by domestic-violence misdemeanants.\textsuperscript{98} Prior to \textit{Bruen}, that law was universally upheld against Second Amendment challenges.\textsuperscript{99} Yet there were no historical laws specifically prohibiting gun possession by domestic-violence offenders in 1791.\textsuperscript{100} As we argue below,\textsuperscript{101} searching for such a “historical twin” would be contrary to

\textsuperscript{95} Dist. of Columbia \textit{v.} Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 627 (2008); cf. Bryan Garner (@BryanAGarner), TWITTER (May 25, 2022, 4:11 PM), https://twitter.com/BryanAGarner/status/1529555870031527930 [https://perma.cc/X49L-B2RB] (“If, alas, we can’t repeal the Second Amendment, let’s say its meaning extends only to technologies of the caliber (ahem) that existed when it took effect: muskets that required eight seconds to reload between shots. The Second Amendment has nothing to do with assault rifles.”). Garner is editor-in-chief of Black’s Law Dictionary and has co-authored two books with Justice Scalia: \textsc{Bryan A. Garner & Antonin Scalia, Making Your Case: The Art of Persuading Judges} (2008) and \textsc{Bryan A. Garner & Antonin Scalia, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts} (2012).


\textsuperscript{99} \textit{But see} United States \textit{v.} Perez-Gallan, No. 22-CR-00427, 2022 WL 16858516, at *12 (W.D. Tex. Nov. 10, 2022) (holding that because “the historical record does not contain evidence sufficient to support the federal government’s disarmament of domestic abusers,” it is unconstitutional to prohibit gun possession by those subject to domestic-violence restraining orders).

\textsuperscript{100} Congress disqualified domestic-violence misdemeanants from gun possession for the first time in 1996 after concluding that “[e]xisting felon-in-possession laws . . . were not keeping firearms out of the hands of domestic abusers, because ‘many people who engage in serious spousal or child abuse ultimately are not charged with or convicted of felonies.’” United States \textit{v.} Hayes, 555 U.S. 415, 426 (2009) (quoting 142 CONG. REC. 22985 (1996) (statement of Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg)); \textit{see also} Siegel, \textit{supra} note 54, at 2121-29 (describing the evolution of legal attitudes regarding the “right of chastisement”).

\textsuperscript{101} \textit{See infra} Part II.
Bruen’s own plain text,\textsuperscript{102} as well as to any feasible analogical approach. Instead, the question should be asked at a different level of generality—for example, by reference to the historical disarmament of “dangerous” people.\textsuperscript{103} We would not be surprised, however, if some courts simply exclude domestic-violence misdemeanants at Bruen’s step one, which some courts have already done for felons and unlawful immigrants—treating them as outside “the people” covered by the plain text.\textsuperscript{104}

If that hydraulic plays out, the result will be a major shift in the style of Second Amendment holdings. Whereas after Heller, many courts assumed coverage at the first part of the two-part framework and then evaluated a challenged law by applying tiered scrutiny at step two,\textsuperscript{105} courts after Bruen will have a parallel incentive to resolve cases at the threshold with a “plain-text” holding in order to avoid the complications of the historical-analogical inquiry.\textsuperscript{106}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2133 (2022).}
\footnote{See infra notes 280–289 and accompanying text (discussing dangerousness and other principles of relevant similarity that can be gleaned from historical gun restrictions).}
\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Collette, No. 22-CR-00141, 2022 WL 4476790, at *6 (W.D. Tex. Sept. 25, 2022) (“So if the definition of ‘the people’ is consistent throughout the Constitution—and it has been historically constitutional to exclude those convicted of a crime from ‘the people’ under Section 2, Article I—it would also be constitutional then to exclude those groups from the Second Amendment’s kindred ‘political right.’”); United States v. Ingram, No. 18-557, 2022 WL 3691350, at *3 (D.S.C. Aug. 25, 2022) (“By distinguishing non-law-abiding citizens from law-abiding ones, the dicta in Heller and McDonald clarifies the bounds of the plain text of the Second Amendment. This, coupled with the majority’s focus in Bruen on the Second Amendment rights of ‘law-abiding citizens’ throughout the opinion, convinces this Court that the Supreme Court would conclude that [felon-in-possession and comparable statutes] fail to infringe on any Second Amendment rights.”); United States v. Sitladeen, 64 F.4th 978, 987 (8th Cir. 2023) (“[U]nlawful aliens are not part of ‘the people’ to whom the protections of the Second Amendment extend.”); see also Jacob D. Charles, Defeasible Second Amendment Rights: Conceptualizing Gun Laws That Dispossess Prohibited Persons, 83 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 53 (2020) (summarizing debate about whether certain groups subject to disarmament fall outside the Second Amendment entirely or instead have defeasible gun rights).}
\footnote{See, e.g., Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 447 n.9 (7th Cir. 2019) (endorsing the “prudential approach” of “deferr[ing] the threshold historical scope inquiry [at step one] and proceed[ing] directly to means-end scrutiny [at step two]”).}
\end{footnotes}
Circuit put it in a recent opinion upholding the federal ban on gun possession by unlawfully present immigrants, “whatever the answer to [the] difficult historical debate” regarding Founding Era analogues, the court “need not resolve it” because circuit precedent “already answers Bruen’s threshold textual inquiry in the negative.”

Cases involving prohibitions on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines will be interesting in this regard. Prior to Bruen, such prohibitions had been universally upheld in the federal courts of appeal. In all but one case, courts assumed coverage and applied scrutiny. A central question going forward is whether courts will continue to assume coverage under a plain-text threshold now that doing so invites a difficult historical analysis akin to what courts avoided before Bruen.

2. A Stringent Test for Historically Persistent “General Societal Problems”

If the plain-text threshold is met, Bruen prescribes that modern laws be evaluated based on whether they are consistent with historical predecessors. But the stringency of that analogical test itself depends on whether the problem that the law addresses is one that was known to earlier generations. If the societal problem has persisted historically: (1) “the lack of a distinctly similar historical regulation addressing that problem is relevant evidence that the challenged regulation is inconsistent with the Second Amendment,” (2) “if earlier generations addressed the societal problem, but did so through materially different means, that also could be evidence that a modern regulation is (upholding a restriction on manufacturing “ghost guns” because the plain text of the Second Amendment “plainly does not” cover the statute at issue); see also Denning & Reynolds, supra note 51 (manuscript at 24–27) (discussing the potential for “desultory or bad faith application of Bruen”).


108. See, e.g., Worman v. Healey, 922 F.3d 26 (1st Cir. 2019); N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Cuomo, 804 F.3d 242 (2d Cir. 2015); Friedman v. City of Highland Park, 784 F.3d 406 (7th Cir. 2015); Heller v. Dist. of Columbia, 670 F.3d 1244 (D.C. Cir. 2011). The one exception in the federal appellate courts, which found such weapons to be “dangerous and unusual” and thus outside the scope of the Second Amendment entirely, was Kolbe v. Hogan, 849 F.3d 114, 137, 142 (4th Cir. 2017).

109. Bruen does not clearly settle the issue of which historical era provides the relevant comparators. 142 S. Ct. at 2162–63 (Barrett, J., concurring) (noting that the majority opinion does not resolve whether history after the Founding Era, including during Reconstruction, is relevant to the historical-analogical test the majority endorses).

110. Id. at 2131 (majority opinion).
unconstitutional,” and (3) “if some jurisdictions actually attempted to enact analogous regulations during this timeframe, but those proposals were rejected on constitutional grounds, that rejection surely would provide some probative evidence of unconstitutionality.” These considerations drop away in the context of “unprecedented societal concerns or dramatic technological changes,” in which case the “more nuanced approach” described in the following Section applies.

A few features of the stringent test for “general societal problems” are worth emphasizing. First, it places too much weight on historical silence (“the lack of a distinctly similar historical regulation”), effectively treating silence as evidence for expansive gun rights. But the absence of evidence of regulation might have had nothing to do with a belief that doing so would have been unconstitutional. Maybe the Founding generation did not think of a particular solution. Maybe the regulatory means did not exist. Maybe policymakers prioritized other pressing issues like setting up a new government and addressing external and internal threats to its existence. Or maybe historians and lawyers have yet to uncover the relevant evidence.

111. Id.
112. Id. But see infra note 394 and accompanying text (observing how states have different constitutional and gun-rights traditions).
113. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2132; see infra Section I.A.3.
114. See Charles, supra note 21.
115. Cf. Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Org., 142 S. Ct. 2228, 2250 (2022) (“Although a prequickening abortion was not itself considered homicide, it does not follow that abortion was permissible at common law—much less that abortion was a legal right.”).
116. For example, as of this writing, the township of Howell, Michigan, is defending the constitutionality of a local zoning ordinance restricting the location of shooting ranges. Oakland Tactical Supply, LLC v. Howell Twp., No. 21-1244, 2022 WL 3137711, at *2 (6th Cir. Aug. 5, 2022). A district court rejected the challenge on the grounds that the plaintiffs’ “proposed course of conduct, construction and use of an outdoor, open-air 1,000-yard shooting range, is not covered by the plain text of the Second Amendment.” Oakland Tactical Supply, LLC v. Howell Twp., No. 18-CV-13443, 2023 WL 2074298, *4 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 17, 2023). If that rationale is not endorsed in the pending appeal, the court would be faced with the conundrum that zoning itself is effectively an invention of the early-twentieth century. Amanda Erickson, The Birth of Zoning Codes, a History, BLOOMBERG (June 19, 2012, 8:02 AM EDT), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-06-19/the-birth-of-zoning-codes-a-history [https://perma.cc/YW2X-S8FE]. Under Bruen’s slicing of the history, the early-twentieth century is too late to be probative. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2154 (“As we suggested in Heller, however, late-19th-century evidence cannot provide much insight into the meaning of the Second Amendment when it contradicts earlier evidence.”).
117. As Andrew Koppelman colorfully puts it: “At any given time, an infinite number of laws are not enacted. The question of why they are not enacted is an incoherent question. Just as the number of nonenacted laws is infinite, so is the number of reasons why the legislature decides
Second, which lens—modern or historical—should be used to determine whether a phenomenon even was a “societal problem?” The Framers did not seem to regard armed domestic violence as a problem worthy of significant legal intervention—a fact some judges have cited in the course of striking down modern laws prohibiting gun possession by those subject to a domestic-violence-related restraining order. But the Framers’ relative silence on this problem reflects a blinkered moral sensibility with regard to domestic violence, not a determination about the scope of the right to keep and bear arms. To regard it as a binding Second Amendment tradition is to make a contemporary normative determination about which historical practices are worthy of constitutional respect and which are not.

Third, and perhaps most consequentially, this part of Bruen’s framework invites broad judicial discretion in deciding whether a historical problem has persisted and characterizing the means adopted for addressing it. In other words, what is a “general societal problem?”


---

118. See Siegel, supra note 54. To be sure, there was some protection for abused women, even if it was woefully inadequate. See, e.g., ELIZABETH PLECK, DOMESTIC TYRANNY: THE MAKING OF AMERICAN SOCIAL POLICY AGAINST FAMILY VIOLENCE FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO THE PRESENT (1987); Carolyn B. Ramsey, Firearms in the Family, 78 OHIO ST. L.J. 1257, 1301 (2017); Carolyn B. Ramsey, Domestic Violence and State Intervention in the American West and Australia, 1860-1930, 86 IND. L.J. 185, 207 (2011).


120. Moreover, even if the Founding generation had appreciated the problem of domestic violence, there still might not have been a need to regulate guns in the domestic-violence context because research suggests that they were rarely used for domestic violence—probably a reflection of the state of firearm technology at the time. See infra text accompanying note 314.


regulation to be “distinctly similar?” What are “materially different means?” If one defines the “general societal problem” as “gun violence” — a broad level of generality — then it will be harder to justify modern regulations that are not “distinctly similar” to predecessors. But one might also define the modern “general societal problem” at a lower level of generality (e.g., “mass shootings,” “school shootings”) and thereby avoid the need for a “distinctly similar” historical forebear to prove constitutionality.

Bruev demonstrates how manipulable the persistent-societal-problem principle can be, as well as how little meaningful guidance it provides to lower courts. Without citing any historical sources, the majority equates the modern “societal concern” of handgun violence with that of the Founding Era. Addressing how this principle played out in Heller, the Bruev Court writes:

One of the District’s regulations challenged in Heller ‘totally ban[ned] handgun possession in the home.’ The District in Heller addressed a perceived societal problem — firearm violence in densely populated communities — and it employed a regulation — a flat ban on the possession of handguns in the home — that the Founders themselves could have adopted to confront that problem.

The implication under the persistent-societal-problem principle would be that the historical omission was strong evidence of the modern law’s unconstitutionality. The Bruev Court characterized the case before it in similar terms: “New York’s proper-cause requirement concerns the same alleged societal problem addressed in Heller: ‘handgun violence,’ primarily in ‘urban area[s].’” Both cases, according to the majority, called for “straightforward historical inquiry.”

But the Court’s conclusion that historical and modern urban-handgun violence are “the same alleged societal problem” is anything but straightforward. Certainly, gun violence existed in the Founding Era. But why would “the Founders themselves” have adopted “a flat ban on the possession of handguns” without evidence of widespread handgun use in crime, especially when less than ten

123. Id.
124. Id.
125. See infra notes 328–330 and accompanying text (discussing the recency of mass shootings and school shootings).
126. Bruev, 142 S. Ct. at 2131 (internal citations omitted).
127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Id.
percent of the firearm stock consisted of handguns. There were, in some sense, urban areas and densely populated communities, but nothing even remotely comparable to today. New York City alone now contains more than twice the entire country’s 1790 population.

The persistent-societal-problem principle has yet to meaningfully influence Second Amendment jurisprudence, which likely is due to the challenges of defining what counts as such problems and determining how to calibrate the historical-analogical inquiry for regulations addressing them. Rather, courts have focused most of their attention on two nonexhaustive metrics *Bruen* offered for comparing past and present laws, to which we now turn.

3. **Bruen’s Primary Historical-Analogical “Metrics”: “How” and “Why”**

The plain-text threshold and persistent-societal-problem principle dictate the applicability and stringency of the historical-analogical test at the center of *Bruen*. But what form does that historical-analogical analysis take?

The *Bruen* majority recognized that “because ‘[e]verything is similar in infinite ways to everything else,’ one needs ‘some metric enabling the analogizer to assess which similarities are important and which are not.’” The majority pointed to “at least two” such metrics:

While we do not now provide an exhaustive survey of the features that render regulations relevantly similar under the Second Amendment, we do think that *Heller* and *McDonald* point toward at least two metrics: how and why the regulations burden a law-abiding citizen’s right to armed self-defense.

Citing *Heller* and *McDonald v. City of Chicago* for the proposition that individual self-defense is the central component of the right to keep and bear arms, the Court further elaborated that “whether modern and historical regulations impose a comparable burden on the right of armed self-defense and whether that

---


131. See *infra* notes 321–325 and accompanying text (discussing lack of urbanization at the Founding).

132. *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2132 (quoting Cass Sunstein, *On Analogical Reasoning*, 106 HARV. L. REV. 741, 773 (1993); Schauer & Spellman, *supra* note 47, at 254); *see also* ALEXANDER & SHERWIN, *supra* note 47, at 76–83 (“Similarities are infinite; therefore, some rule or principle is necessary to identify important similarities.”).

Restated, this test appears to require that two categories of things—“modern and historical regulations”—be compared across two metrics: the burdens they impose on “armed self-defense” and their justifications. Just how “comparable” the modern and historical gun laws must be remains unclear, except that “analogical reasoning requires only that the government identify a well-established and representative historical analogue, not a historical twin.”

As Justice Breyer’s dissent pointed out, “how” and “why” are effectively synonyms for “means” and “end,” which might be evaluated more straightforwardly under a tiers-of-scrutiny-type analysis. And yet the majority maintained that there is a difference between its analogical method and means-end scrutiny:

This does not mean that courts may engage in independent means-end scrutiny under the guise of an analogical inquiry. Again, the Second Amendment is the “product of an interest balancing by the people,” not the evolving product of federal judges. Analogical reasoning requires judges to apply faithfully the balance struck by the founding generation to modern circumstances, and contrary to the dissent’s assertion, there is nothing “[i]roni[c]” about that undertaking. It is not an invitation to revise that balance through means-end scrutiny.

But to say that the Second Amendment was the “product of an interest balancing by the people,” as Heller did, is a relatively empty concept when it comes to resolving the concrete constitutional conflicts that “the people” did not consider in 1791.

Courts have generally treated the “how” and “why” metrics as Bruen’s central methodological holding. Broadly speaking, these metrics are the closest the Court comes to giving concrete guidance about how to apply its historical-

---

134. *Id.* at 2133 (internal quotation marks and emphasis omitted) (quoting McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 767 (2010)).
135. *Id.*; see also *id.* (“So even if a modern-day regulation is not a dead ringer for historical precur-sors, it still may be analogous enough to pass constitutional muster.”).
136. *Id.* at 2179 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
137. *Id.* at 2133 n.7 (citations omitted).
138. *Id.* at 2131 (quoting *Heller*, 554 U.S. at 635 (emphasis omitted)).
139. See infra Section II.B (discussing differences between historical and modern weapons and vi-olence).
analogue test, and they will probably continue to be the central factors in cases that pass the “plain-text” threshold.

Even so, Bruen signaled that courts can consider other factors beyond “how” and “why,” observing that it did not purport to “provide an exhaustive survey of the features that render regulations relevantly similar under the Second Amendment.”\textsuperscript{141} In Part II, we show that courts must consider other factors for the doctrine to be coherent.

4. The Continuing Relevance of Heller’s “Presumptively Lawful” Regulations

Just as it had done in Heller, the Court in Bruen repeatedly emphasized that its holding was consistent with various forms of gun regulation. Heller grounded this principle in history:

[T]he majority of the 19th-century courts to consider the question held that prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment or state analogues. Although we do not undertake an exhaustive historical analysis today of the full scope of the Second Amendment, nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale of arms.\textsuperscript{142}

The Court reproduced this passage in McDonald v. City of Chicago,\textsuperscript{143} and it was central to post-Heller Second Amendment litigation throughout the lower courts.\textsuperscript{144}

\textsuperscript{141}. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2132. The Court also said that Heller and McDonald point to “at least two metrics” — those being the “how” and “why” — suggesting that other metrics are permitted. Id. at 2133 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{142}. Heller, 554 U.S. at 626-27 (internal citations omitted). In a footnote, Heller referred to these as “examples” of “presumptively lawful regulatory measures,” further noting that the “list does not purport to be exhaustive.” Id. at 627 n.26. The opinion then also blessed restrictions on “dangerous and unusual weapons” such as “M-16 rifles and the like.” Id. at 627.

\textsuperscript{143}. See McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 786 (2010).

\textsuperscript{144}. See Ruben & Blocher, supra note 20, at 1488 (noting, based on a review of more than 1,000 Second Amendment challenges between 2008 and 2016, that “a majority of the challenges in our study (sixty percent) explicitly cited those paragraphs, though the ratio trended downward over time, perhaps reflecting the fact that Heller itself has now been baked into circuit precedent”).
The *Bruen* majority—while purporting to apply *Heller*—notably did not fully reproduce this passage, but it did discuss with approval some of the restrictions that *Heller* had blessed.\(^{145}\) Moreover, concurring opinions signed by three of the Justices who also joined the six-Justice majority emphasized that *Heller*’s endorsement of various forms of regulation remains good law. Justice Alito wrote, “[n]or have we disturbed anything that we said in *Heller* or *McDonald v. Chicago* about restrictions that may be imposed on the possession or carrying of guns.”\(^{146}\) Justice Kavanaugh, in a concurring opinion joined by Chief Justice Roberts, underscored that “as *Heller* and *McDonald* established and the Court today again explains, the Second Amendment is neither a regulatory straightjacket nor a regulatory blank check. Properly interpreted, the Second Amendment allows a variety of gun regulations.”\(^{147}\) Kavanaugh then went on to reproduce the “presumptively lawful” paragraphs from *Heller* and *McDonald*.\(^{148}\) Kavanaugh also highlighted, as the majority opinion had, that the decision does not call into question “shall-issue” permitting, without acknowledging the lack of any obvious Founding Era analogue for such policies.\(^{149}\)

\(^{145}\) *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2133-34 (discussing gun restrictions in “sensitive places”).

\(^{146}\) Id. at 2157 (Alito, J., concurring) (internal citations omitted).

\(^{147}\) Id. at 2162 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).

\(^{148}\) Id. (quoting Dist. of Columbia v. *Heller*, 554 U.S. 570, 626-27, 627 n.26 (2008); *McDonald*, 561 U.S. at 786). To be precise, Kavanaugh’s concurrence quoted nearly all of those paragraphs—omitting the part about the presumptive constitutionality of “prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons.” *Heller*, 554 U.S. at 626. That language had been relied on by federal courts of appeal after *Heller*. See, e.g., *Peruta v. County of San Diego*, 824 F.3d 919, 928 (9th Cir. 2016) (“Of particular interest here, [*Heller*] noted that the Second Amendment has not been generally understood to protect the right to carry concealed firearms.”); *Peterson v. Martinez*, 707 F.3d 1197, 1201 (10th Cir. 2013) (quoting *Heller*’s language about concealed-carry restrictions and concluding “that the carrying of concealed firearms is not protected by the Second Amendment”). Perhaps the concurring Justices decided that it would be too confusing and complicated—in a case involving an asserted right to carry concealed handguns in public—to cite language saying that concealed carry can be outright prohibited. To acknowledge as much would not necessarily have been to decide the case in New York’s favor, since the state also prohibits open carry of handguns, but the interplay between those two forms of public carry has been a complicating factor in many licensing cases. See *Peruta*, 824 F.3d at 941-42 (summarizing the debate between the majority and dissenting judges regarding the relevance of open-carry restrictions when deciding on the constitutionality of concealed-carry restrictions); Transcript of Oral Argument at 42, *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. 2111 (No. 20–843) (Kagan, J.) (“If we tried to copy history, we would find ourselves in a world in which the only thing that a state could do is tell people . . . you can’t carry it concealed, you have to carry it open.”). Whether to frame the debate around public carry generally or concealed carry specifically demonstrates a way in which the level of generality can be outcome determinative under *Bruen*’s historical test—a point we discuss in greater detail below. See infra Part II.

\(^{149}\) *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2162 (Alito, J., concurring) (stating that “shall-issue licensing regimes are constitutionally permissible”); id. at 2138 (majority opinion); see also Adam M. Samaha, *Is
These reassurances signal that the Supreme Court may be willing to uphold gun regulations outside the strict parameters of the Court’s historical-analogical test—including those recognized as “presumptively lawful” in *Heller*. What this means for the viability of pre-*Bruen* cases that relied on this passage in *Heller* remains somewhat unclear. We expect (and have already seen evidence) that courts will continue to invoke *Heller*’s exceptions as carve-outs from Second Amendment coverage, suggesting that some continuity will be maintained between pre- and post-*Bruen* case outcomes, despite the opinion’s radical reframing of Second Amendment methodology.

For present purposes, the more relevant point is that some of *Heller*’s exceptions are not particularly easy to square with *Bruen*’s historical-analogical approach. For example, “[a]lthough the Supreme Court [in *Heller*] observed that bans on gun possession by the mentally ill are longstanding, legal limits on the possession of firearms by the mentally ill . . . are of 20th Century vintage.” Similarly, “[t]he Founding generation had no laws . . . denying the right to people convicted of crimes,” nor did they generally treat domestic violence as a crime, although today either of those can be a basis for prohibiting gun possession.

Our goal thus far has been to give as clear a statement as possible of *Bruen*’s methodological holding. That articulation is necessarily tentative because the opinion itself contains much ambiguity, and the majority neither states nor applies a consistent test. But one point is relatively clear: even as it points to the past, *Bruen* represents something new—not just for the Second Amendment, as we have shown above, but also for historical approaches to constitutional law more broadly.

---


151. Tyler v. Hillsdale Cnty. Sheriff’s Dep’t, 837 F.3d 678, 687 (6th Cir. 2016) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).


153. See supra note 54 and accompanying text.

B. A Pivot in Constitutional Historicism

Bruen was decided at the end of a Term in which the Court’s conservative supermajority leaned heavily on historical—often originalist—methods.155 As the previous Section showed, Bruen itself is an extraordinarily historicist opinion. But what kind of historical approach it represents is a harder question.156 Some scholars have called it “originalistic,”157 “purportedly originalist,”158 or “originalish.”159

On the one hand, the opinion pursues many standard originalist inquiries. For example, it refers to the “public understanding” of the Second Amendment at the time of its adoption160 and says that its meaning is “fixed” by “the understandings of those who ratified it,”161 which is consistent with the “fixation thesis” popular among modern originalists.162 Justice Barrett’s concurrence also treats the majority opinion as originalist by noting that it does not resolve the question of whether 1791 or 1868 is the relevant date for historical analysis163—an important issue for originalists.164 Understandably, then, both supporters165

161. Id. at 2132.
162. See supra note 38.
163. Id. at 2163 (Barrett, J., concurring).
165. John O. McGinnis, Bruen’s Originalism, LAW & LIBERTY (July 21, 2022), https://lawliberty.org/bruens-originalism [https://perma.cc/9A92-MYX8] (arguing that in Bruen “originalism was very much on the surface, not only governing the Second Amendment, but perhaps changing the approach to the adjudication of constitutional rights more generally”); Lawrence B. Solum & Randy E. Barnett, Originalism after Dobbs, Bruen, and Kennedy: The
and critics\textsuperscript{166} of \textit{Bruen}’s methodology have treated the opinion as originalist.

On the other hand, when it came to evaluating the constitutionality of modern gun laws like New York’s, the Court seemed to take a different approach—one focused on “historical tradition” rather than the fixation of meaning at the moment of ratification.\textsuperscript{167} In this respect, the Court adopted the test of “text, history, and tradition” championed by then-Judge Kavanaugh as an alternative to the prevailing two-part framework.\textsuperscript{168} Scholars have explored whether and how that test maps onto existing doctrinal approaches in other areas of constitutional law, noting the ways in which it differed from standard forms of originalism.\textsuperscript{169} Those same questions now apply to \textit{Bruen} and raise questions

\textit{Role of History and Tradition}, 118 NW. U. L. REV. (forthcoming 2023) (manuscript at 41), https://ssrn.com/abstract=4338811 [https://perma.cc/EJT3-42PA] (arguing that history and tradition is “business as usual” for the Supreme Court and that cases like \textit{Bruen} and \textit{Doob} “contain scant evidence of the emergence of a new approach to constitutional interpretation that would supplant either Public Meaning Originalism or Constitutional Pluralism”).


\textsuperscript{167} Michael L. Smith, \textit{Abandoning Original Meaning}, 86 ALBANY L. REV. 43, 76 (2023) (“While the Court paid lip service to the Constitution’s meaning, its opinions focused far more on historic practices and traditions without drawing an explicit link between such history and textual meaning.”); Noah Feldman, \textit{Supreme Court ‘Originalists’ Are Flying a False Flag}, WASH. POST (July 17, 2022), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/supreme-court-originalists-are-flying-a-false-flag/2022/07/17/2c02fdcc-05d1-11ed-80b6-43f2bfcc6662_story.html [https://perma.cc/C75N-VZEX] (concluding that \textit{Bruen} “is the most originalist decision of the recent major cases” but that it ultimately “was an exercise in historicist analogy, not genuine originalism”).

\textsuperscript{168} \textit{Heller} v. Dist. of Columbia, 670 F.3d 1244, 1271 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting) (“In my view, \textit{Heller} and \textit{McDonald} leave little doubt that courts are to assess gun bans and regulations based on text, history, and tradition, not by a balancing test such as strict or intermediate scrutiny.”); \textit{Bruen}, 142 S. Ct. at 2161 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“The Court employs and elaborates on the text, history, and tradition test that \textit{Heller} and \textit{McDonald} require for evaluating whether a government regulation infringes on the Second Amendment right to possess and carry guns for self-defense.”).

about whether the Justices will further blur the lines between traditionalism and originalism.¹⁷⁰

Ultimately, the question of whether *Bruen* was or was not originalist depends on one’s view of two deeply contested issues: what *Bruen’s* methodology actually is and what counts as originalism. As shown above,¹⁷¹ the first issue is incredibly complicated. The second is, too. Originalism is not monolithic but is rather a family of theories and practices united by a focus on interpreting the Constitution by reference to the past.¹⁷² Thus, the fact that *Bruen* might not conform to the dominant scholarly description of original-public-meaning originalism does not mean it is not originalist from other perspectives, including those that see originalism simply as a way to restrain judges by tying them to historical sources or view it as a completely political project to block liberal policies in the courts.¹⁷³

The aspects of “originalism-by-analogy” that we explore here apply equally whether one considers the opinion originalist, traditionalist, or something else entirely. For our purposes, what is most striking about *Bruen* is its heavy reliance on historical analysis not simply to establish the original meaning and thus scope of a constitutional right (the central focus of original public meaning originalism), but to evaluate the constitutionality of restrictions on that right. The two do not necessarily go hand in hand. One might, for example, employ public meaning originalism to determine that the Second Amendment protects a right to have a handgun in the home for self-defense and then evaluate any restrictions on that right—say, a safe-storage law—using heightened scrutiny or some other doctrinal test. Much constitutional law works this way. *Bruen*, however, uses historical analysis not simply to interpret the Second Amendment’s meaning and

---


¹⁷¹ See *supra* Section I.A.


¹⁷³ See J. HARVIE WILKINSON III, *COSMIC CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY* 40 (2012) (“This constraining focus of originalism is the basis of its appeal, accounting for ‘the prominence it has achieved in the last few decades as both a justification for and an objective constraining on the power of judicial review.’” (quoting Michael W. McConnell, *Active Liberty: A Progressive Alter-native to Textualism and Originalism?*, 119 HARV. L. REV. 2387, 2414 (2006)); CHEMERINSKY, *supra* note 5, at 165 (“The remarkable willingness of originalists to abandon originalism when it fails to produce conservative results shows that the theory was never the constraint on the judiciary that its boosters promised. It is simply convenient rhetoric, used by conservatives to make it seem that their decisions are a product of something other than their political views.”)).
thus the scope of its coverage but also to directly evaluate the constitutionality of particular laws.\(^\text{174}\)

This reliance on history at the second step of the analysis is what separates \textit{Bruen} from the two-part framework that it rejected\(^\text{175}\) and from how other constitutional rights questions are answered beyond the Second Amendment.\(^\text{176}\) The two steps of the pre-\textit{Bruen} framework map onto the commonly invoked difference between \textit{interpretation} and \textit{construction} within originalist theory. Interpretation is “the process (or activity) that recognizes or discovers the linguistic meaning or semantic content of the legal text,” while construction is “the process that gives a text legal effect (either . . . translating the linguistic meaning into legal doctrine or by applying or implementing the text).”\(^\text{177}\) One way to understand the two-part framework is as adopting—or at least accepting—history as a matter of interpretation but using scrutiny tests in the “construction zone.”\(^\text{178}\) The methodological question before the Court in \textit{Bruen} thus was not whether history matters in Second Amendment adjudication. Second Amendment

\(^{174}\). As we have emphasized, \textit{Bruen} itself was unclear about its historical-analogical test, which has led to uncertainty among commentators (including leading originalist scholars) regarding how to understand the opinion. In their essay, Randy E. Barnett and Lawrence B. Solum read \textit{Bruen} as most plausibly using analogies to the historical tradition of firearms regulation as a means of interpretation “to identify the exact contours of the pre-existing legal right to keep and bear arms in either 1791 or 1868.” Barnett & Solum, supra note 165 (manuscript at 36). In that reading, “\textit{Bruen} is a thoroughly originalist opinion.” Id. (manuscript at 36). In an earlier draft, Barnett and Solum read \textit{Bruen}'s test differently, as “an implementing doctrine that is not justified by originalist reasoning.” Randy E. Barnett & Lawrence B. Solum, \textit{Originalism After Dobbs, Bruen, and Kennedy: The Role of History and Tradition} (Jan. 26, 2023) (manuscript at 23) (on file with authors). They explained that Justice Thomas or others “might well view this rule of construction as constituting the original meaning of the text itself.” Id. But in their view at the time, “[e]valuating the constitutionality of firearms regulations by comparing them to regulations that have been traditionally accepted from the founding until today is not a method for identifying the original meaning of the text.” Id. (manuscript at 22).

We are more persuaded by Barnett and Solum’s earlier reading of the historical-analogical test as a means of implementing the Second Amendment within the construction zone. For reasons that they raised, \textit{id.}, and that we elaborate in this Article, considering only a subset of historical regulations passed by unrepresentative policymaking bodies and ignoring all other historical evidence strikes us as a plainly deficient approach to original public meaning.

\(^{175}\). See \textit{supra} notes 67-74 and accompanying text (discussing pre-\textit{Bruen} framework).

\(^{176}\). See \textit{infra} notes 189-195 and accompanying text.

\(^{177}\). Solum, \textit{supra} note 8, at 96.

doctrine already employed originalism and traditionalism before Bruen.\textsuperscript{179} Indeed, soon after Heller and for more than a decade, courts had acknowledged that “historical meaning enjoys a privileged interpretive role in the Second Amendment context.”\textsuperscript{180} Instead, Bruen eliminated the role of standard doctrinal tests that complement and implement historical analysis, requiring instead direct comparison between challenged laws and historical ones.

Our point here is to emphasize that Bruen does not sidestep the crucial role of the rules that implement the meaning of a constitutional provision in concrete cases. As noted above, many originalists refer to this as a process of “construction,” though for our purposes the label is less important than the fact that these rules—and not just the semantic content of the Constitution—are what courts use to decide actual cases.\textsuperscript{181} Originalists take different approaches to the status and content of these rules.\textsuperscript{182} Jack Balkin, for example, argues that “a thin theory with a broad zone for construction is better able to avoid anachronism; thick theories of original meaning tend to encourage anachronism.”\textsuperscript{183} Others, in contrast, contend that the construction zone should be narrow.\textsuperscript{184} All agree that it exists. What Bruen did was replace one rule of construction with another.

\textsuperscript{179} See, e.g., Mark A. Frassetto, \textit{Judging History: How Judicial Discretion in Applying Originalist Methodology Affects the Outcome of Post-Heller Second Amendment Cases}, 29 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 413 (2020) (emphasizing the relevance of historical analysis and analogy pre-Brun).

\textsuperscript{180} United States v. Masciandaro, 638 F.3d 458, 470 (4th Cir. 2011).


\textsuperscript{182} Some originalists have proposed ways to fill the construction zone with reasoning that aligns with original public meaning. See, e.g., Barnett & Bernick, supra note 178, at 3 (“[O]riginalism must be committed to the Constitution’s original spirit as well—the functions, purposes, goals, or aims implicit in its individual clauses and structural design. We term this spirit-centered implementation ‘good-faith constitutional construction.’”). Others have sought to minimize the role for construction. See, e.g., John O. McGinnis & Michael B. Rappaport, \textit{The Power of Interpretation: Minimizing the Construction Zone}, 96 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 919, 921 (2021) (“In this Article, we offer the first sustained argument that the construction zone is a small one.”). Whether the application of the pre-Brun doctrinal rules provided sufficient judicial constraint is of course a separate question, and many critics of the two-part framework alleged that it was applied too flexibly. But even if that were true, the solution need not be “history all the way down,” especially in light of the tradition of applying a non-historical-analogical approach to gun-rights questions. See infra note 188 and accompanying text (noting the tradition of permitting gun regulation in the interests of public welfare).

\textsuperscript{183} JACK M. BALKIN, MEMORY AND AUTHORITY: THE USES OF HISTORY IN CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION (forthcoming 2024) (manuscript at 110).

\textsuperscript{184} See McGinnis & Rappaport, supra note 182, at 921.
This is not to say that *Bruen* was clear about the nature and application of its new rule of construction, which predictably has created challenges for the lower courts. 185 *Bruen*’s failure to give coherent guidance regarding how to implement its holding connects to the level-of-generality problem we discuss in Section II.B. Some courts have defined the scope of Second Amendment rights at a high level of generality (for example, a right to carry firearms in public) but the regulatory tradition at a low level of generality (for example, as bans on carrying guns only at the precise places restricted in the 1700s and 1800s), essentially converting Second Amendment cases into questions of interpretation with minimal work for construction. But that asymmetrical approach to history is a consequence of judicial choice—not the Second Amendment’s text or the original understanding of the right to keep and bear arms (let alone of judicial review). 186

No matter how it is framed, *Bruen* departs dramatically from traditional forms of implementing doctrine. It does not use historical analysis to select a nonhistorical doctrinal test, as *Dobbs* effectively did in saying that rational-basis review applies to abortion restrictions because the right to abortion is not historically rooted. 187 Nor does it adopt a doctrinal test from history, for example by borrowing from the Founders’ narrow conception of judicial review and their corresponding understanding that guns could be regulated in the interests of public welfare. 188 Instead, *Bruen* says that a novel historical analysis is the doctrinal test. Specifically, it says that modern gun laws must be evaluated by analogy to historical forebears, unmediated by a recognizable doctrinal test. It places front and center a test calling not for determining original meaning as such, but for comparisons between modern and historical laws in light of their purposes and on-the-ground operation.

In this way, *Bruen* breaks not only from standard forms of originalism but from other areas of constitutional-rights adjudication—none of which employ historical-analogical inquiry as the sole means of determining constitutionality. 189 The majority attempted to link the historical-analogical approach to other

185. See infra Section II.A (suggesting ways to identify principles of relevant similarity that *Bruen* itself fails to sufficiently specify).

186. That is why we prefer Barnett and Solum’s initial reading of *Bruen*, which recognized the role of construction. See supra note 174.


188. See Jud Campbell, *Natural Rights, Positive Rights, and the Right to Keep and Bear Arms*, 83 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 31, 37 (2020); see also infra notes 429-437 and accompanying text (discussing the scope of historical police power and judicial review).

189. The closest doctrinal comparator may be the approach taken for Seventh Amendment cases. See generally Miller, supra note 169 (discussing Seventh Amendment doctrine in the context of the turn to historicism in Second Amendment case law). However, Seventh Amendment
areas of constitutional law, but as others—including those who support *Bruen*’s result—have noted, this attempt to claim doctrinal consistency is “extremely tendentious.” For example, the majority claimed that its approach comports with free-speech doctrine, since “the government must generally point to historical evidence about the reach of the First Amendment’s protections.” But the Supreme Court’s freedom-of-speech doctrine has long deployed means-end scrutiny after determining the scope of First Amendment coverage. Indeed, the First Amendment precedent cited by the majority itself in *Bruen* makes clear this aspect of freedom-of-speech doctrine.

We call *Bruen*’s novel approach “originalism-by-analogy” to differentiate it from existing categories like public meaning originalism, which focuses on finding the historical-semantic meaning of constitutional text, which might then be implemented through doctrines like heightened scrutiny. Within the

document is distinct from *Bruen*’s approach in various ways, including that the “reliance on analogical reasoning from text, common law history, or tradition” is “not exclusive.” Id. at 856. Rather, Seventh Amendment doctrine applies a historical-analogical inquiry flexibly and, “where history is not dispositive or an analogy not apparent,” id. at 886, expands the inquiry, including to policy or “functional” considerations, id. at 886, 891, 891 n.237 (quoting City of Monterey v. Del Monte Dunes, Ltd., 526 U.S. 687, 718 (1999)).

N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2130 (2022) (“This Second Amendment standard accords with how we protect other constitutional rights.”).

See, e.g., Denning & Reynolds, supra note 51 (manuscript at 15-16) (“Justice Thomas’s claim that text-history-tradition is the predominant or primary means of protecting constitutional rights is extremely tendentious.”).

*Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2130.

*Id.*

See, e.g., Nat’l Rifle Ass’n of Am. v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, & Explosives, 700 F.3d 185, 194, 198 (5th Cir. 2012) (“First Amendment doctrine demonstrates that, even with respect to a fundamental constitutional right, we can and should adjust the level of scrutiny according to the severity of the challenged regulation.”); Calvert & Papandrea, supra note 157, at 59 (describing *Bruen*’s account of First Amendment doctrine as “largely inaccurate”); Timothy Zick, *Bruen*’s Hypocrisy: Public Carry and Public Expression (June 20, 2023) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) (rejecting the Supreme Court’s claim that *Bruen*’s approach comports with First Amendment free-speech doctrine); Genevieve Lakier, The Invention of Low-Value Speech, 128 Harv. L. Rev. 2166, 2170-71 (2015).

See, e.g., United States v. Playboy Ent. Grp., Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 813 (2000) (“Since § 505 is a content-based speech restriction, it can stand only if it satisfies strict scrutiny.”); *Bruen*, 142 S. Ct. at 2130 (citing to *Playboy*, 529 U.S. at 816, when discussing First Amendment support for rejecting means-end scrutiny).

The two approaches are not incompatible; *Bruen* does both. The point is that public meaning originalism does not necessarily entail originalism-by-analogy—the pre-*Bruen* framework involved the former but not the latter.

Barnett & Lund, supra note 83 (advocating such a test instead of one grounded solely in historical analogy).
terminology of originalism, Bruen comes closer to expected applications originalism.\textsuperscript{198} As Balkin explains, such an approach “asks how people living at the time the text was adopted would have expected it would be applied using language in its ordinary sense.”\textsuperscript{199} Because it pitches questions narrowly and specifically, expected applications originalism shares features with originalism-by-analogy and might rely on some of the same forms of evidence. In evaluating a modern safe-storage law, for example, an expected applications originalist might ask whether such a restriction would have been thought constitutional in 1791. The existence or lack thereof of similar restrictions at that time would certainly be relevant to that question. For Bruen’s originalism-by-analogy, the central question is not a historical counterfactual but a historical \textit{comparison}: not whether a modern law \textit{would have been thought} constitutional but whether its justification (“why”) and stringency (“how”) are sufficiently similar to the laws actually on the books in the Founding Era. Simply put, under Bruen, the question is not what the historical meaning of a right is. As Justice Thomas himself has acknowledged in the context of defamation, “law did not remain static after the founding,” a fact that “reflected changing policy judgments, not a sense that existing law violated the original meaning” of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{200} The same is true of Founding Era gun law.

That does not mean, however, that Bruen’s originalism-by-analogy is necessarily more rigid than original expected applications or other forms of originalism with regard to the evidence it considers or the regulations it permits. Bruen’s analogical approach in fact represents a \textit{departure} from strict historical reasoning, because it requires a comparison of modern and historical laws based on “why” and “how” they operated. This inevitably requires consideration of contemporary costs, benefits, and legislative deference\textsuperscript{201} because it is impossible to compare things like justifications for a law or the burdens it imposes on armed self-defense without evidence.

Although Bruen might represent a revolution in Second Amendment law and in originalism more broadly, the lay of the land remains familiar. After all, Heller did not explicitly adopt any recognizable doctrinal test when it struck down D.C.’s handgun prohibition, but the limited doctrinal guidance that it did

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{198} Lawrence B. Solum, \textit{Triangulating Public Meaning: Corpus Linguistics, Immersion, and the Constitutional Record}, 2017 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1621, 1637 (“Original public meaning should be distinguished from what have been called ‘original expected application[s].’” (quoting Jack M. Balkin, \textit{Abortion and Original Meaning}, 24 CONST. COMMENT. 291, 292 (2007))).
\item \textsuperscript{199} Balkin, supra note 198, at 296; \textit{id.} at 295-97 (“[C]onstitutional interpretation is not limited to those applications specifically intended or expected by the framers and adopters of the constitutional text.”).
\item \textsuperscript{200} McKee v. Cosby, 139 S. Ct. 675, 682 (2019) (Thomas, J., concurring).
\item \textsuperscript{201} See infra Section II.C.2.
\end{itemize}
provide indicated the importance of “longstanding” regulations.\textsuperscript{202} Heller left lower courts to flesh out the doctrine, which they did with the two-part framework that predominated before Bruen. And as one would expect, concrete questions—like whether people convicted of felonies can be disarmed—became governed by circuit precedent without a need for renewed historical inquiry in each case.\textsuperscript{203}

It seems likely that a similar dynamic will play out after Bruen. Investigating the historical record and finding relevant similarities among historical laws will generate precedent to govern new cases. Later courts cannot both respect such precedent and conduct historical-analogical reasoning de novo in every case.\textsuperscript{204} As courts apply originalism-by-analogy, they will generate binding precedent both at a narrow level (e.g., that the felony prohibitor is constitutional) and at a broader level (e.g., that “founding-era legislatures categorically disarmed groups whom they judged to be a threat to the public safety”).\textsuperscript{205} The latter is a generalizable principle derived from Bruen’s analogical mandate. The principle of relevant similarity—dangerousness—becomes a legal rule, and the question in any given Second Amendment challenge to a group prohibitor is then whether the group is dangerous. In this way, the historical-analogical approach—like more standard forms of originalism—eventually creates applicable doctrinal rules and precedent, crowding out the need for direct historical analysis in future cases.\textsuperscript{206} Bruen’s method thus might ultimately be a waystation to other, nonanalogical doctrinal rules. That makes it all the more important that the initial decisions that directly apply the historical-analogical method are well-grounded, because they will shape the future of the doctrine in the same way as the early two-part framework cases did after Heller.

After Bruen, lower courts must not only establish the original meaning of constitutional text and the historical facts probative of it, but also draw connections between a subset of historical facts and modern laws to determine the validity of the latter. This approach raises fundamental questions about legal reasoning that have been overlooked amidst the focus on what historical gun regulation looked like. No one seriously disputes that many of today’s realities

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{202} Dist. of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 626-27 (2008).
\item \textsuperscript{203} See Ruben & Blocher, supra note 20, at 1493-94 (finding that, in the eight years after Heller, at least twenty-one percent of cases were decided on the basis of controlling precedent).
\item \textsuperscript{204} See Frederick Schauer, Why Precedent in Law (and Elsewhere) Is Not Totally (or Even Substantially) About Analogy, 3 PERSPS. PSYCH. SCI. 454, 454 (2008) (noting that precedent imposes a constraint—following a relevantly similar decision despite disagreement—that is not present in many other forms of analogical reasoning directed more to making the “best” decision).
\item \textsuperscript{205} Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 458 (7th Cir. 2019) (Barrett, J., dissenting).
\end{itemize}
would be unimaginable to the Founding generation. But that central fact complicates decision-making rooted in historical analogy, providing a set of challenges we address in the following Part.

II. IMPLEMENTING ORIGINALISM-BY-ANALOGY

In the wake of *Bruen*, courts are faced not only with the concrete difficulty of resolving Second Amendment cases, but more broadly with making sense of a novel constitutional methodology that both builds upon and departs from standard approaches to history-based constitutional decision-making. As in the years after *Heller*, lower courts will be the primary authors of doctrine to implement *Bruen*’s directives.\footnote{See Ruben & Blocher, *supra* note 20, at 1439, 1455 (noting that after *Heller*, the Supreme Court “[l]eft doctrinal development primarily to the lower courts,” which crafted rules and standards in more than 1,000 challenges); see also Denning & Reynolds, *supra* note 51, at 35 (“[T]he lower court response may be as important as the Supreme Court action itself, yet likely to receive much less attention.”).} How they do so is especially important if the approach spreads to other areas of constitutional law, which seems likely given the current majority’s apparent commitment to historicism and dissatisfaction with conventional tests like the tiers of scrutiny.\footnote{See, e.g., N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2129 & n.5 (2022) (emphasizing the Court’s “rejection of means-end scrutiny” and characterizing a statement in *Heller* about “the standards of scrutiny that we have applied to enumerated constitutional rights” as a “gilding-the-lily observation”).}

In this Part, we identify several challenges—and some solutions—to implementing originalism-by-analogy coherently. First, and most fundamentally, the central task after *Bruen* is not simply finding historical sources, but also drawing meaningful connections between them and present controversies.\footnote{To be clear, the former is a substantial difficulty as well, given the expertise, time, and resources needed to research historical gun regulation. See Shawn Hubler, *In the Gun Law Fights of 2023, a Need for Experts on the Weapons of 1791*, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 16, 2023), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/14/us/gun-law-1791-supreme-court.html [https://perma.cc/XFP7-SzZ3]; infra notes 338–344, 411-417 and accompanying text; see also Joseph Blocher & Brandon L. Garrett, *Originalism and Historical Fact-Finding*, 111 GEO. L.J. (forthcoming 2023) (on file with authors) (exploring the degree to which originalism relies on claims of historical fact without employing the usual legal rules of fact-finding like introduction at trial, adversarial testing, and deference on appeal).} Second, the Second Amendment right at issue, regulatory tradition, and principles of relevant similarity have to be cast at a level of generality that limits anachronism and permits meaningful comparison. Third, courts must

\footnote{142 S. Ct. at 2132.}
recognize their institutional limitations with regard to historical fact-finding, as well as a continued role for modern empirics and legislative deference.

We offer this combination of critique and solution neither to praise originalism-by-analogy nor to bury it. In a Bruen amicus brief filed in support of neither party, we argued against the adoption of the text, history, and tradition approach. The early returns from post-Bruen cases confirm many of our fears that such an approach fails to give meaningful guidance in contemporary Second Amendment jurisprudence. As should be clear by now, we think the opinion’s methodology is problematic—as do some who celebrate the outcome.

But for present purposes we write from the internal perspective, attempting to make the most of what the Court has given us. That task is important and urgent as legislatures attempt to address the astonishing recent rise in gun deaths and as courts are faced with a rising tide of Second Amendment cases whose resolution will shape the balance of gun rights and regulation for many years to come. Judges, litigators, and scholars must all be able to make arguments within Bruen’s framework, even if they believe it to be fundamentally flawed. This Part supplements critique with a positive vision for coherent implementation.

A. Principles of Relevant Similarity

The essence of analogical reasoning is comparing things by reference to some principle of relevant similarity. Bruen recognized as much in saying that “because ‘[e]verything is similar in infinite ways to everything else,’ one needs ‘some metric enabling the analogizer to assess which similarities are important and which are not.’” This is not a matter of adding up characteristics or employing unexamined intuitions, but of making choices about what matters. In Part I, we

---

211. See Brief of Second Amendment Law Professors as Amici Curiae in Support of Neither Party, supra note 66, at 6–8.

212. Denning & Reynolds, supra note 51, at 19–20; Barnett & Lund, supra note 83 (“Rather than relying on spurious historical traditions, courts could evaluate gun laws against the purpose of protecting the right to keep and bear arms: facilitating the exercise of the fundamental right of personal and collective self-defense.”).

213. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2132 (quoting Schauer & Spellman, supra note 47, at 254 (footnotes omitted)); see also ALEXANDER & SHERWIN, supra note 47, at 76-83 (“Similarities are infinite; therefore some rule or principle is necessary to identify important similarities.”); Sunstein, supra note 132, at 745 (“The major challenge facing analogical reasoners is to decide when differences are relevant.”).

214. BALKIN, supra note 183, at 140 (“One must draw analogies and make extrapolations to apply them to today’s problems in today’s world. There is nothing wrong with creative extension if we recognize it for what it is. It is part of the lawyer’s trade. The task of thick versions of originalism, however, is to disguise this creativity and analogical extension so that it appears
described *Bruen’s* halting efforts to do so. Here, we show how *Bruen’s* failures have generated unprincipled decision-making in the lower courts. We then attempt to distill lessons from the literature on analogical reasoning—a literature that has not yet been fully operationalized in discussions of originalism and other historical approaches to constitutional law.

1. Historical Citations Without Reasoning

Under *Bruen*, courts must, at a minimum, articulate workable principles of relevant similarity. In the kind of historical-analogical test that *Bruen* has created, such principles form the basis for judicial decision, so to say that courts must articulate them is simply to say that they must give reasons for their decisions. And yet many post-*Bruen* cases have failed this basic requirement.

The first prominent post-*Bruen* case was *Antonyuk v. Nigrelli*, a challenge to a New York regulation barring guns from various places including behavioral-health centers, playgrounds, nursery schools, and homeless shelters. In the span of ten weeks, the case resulted in a trilogy of opinions attempting originalism-by-analogy. In the first, the court opined that all of New York’s sensitive-place restrictions were unconstitutional because “the Supreme Court in *Bruen* effectively barred the expansion of sensitive locations beyond schools, government buildings, legislative assemblies, polling places and courthouses,” and the court could not find “historical analogs for restricting firearms at all of the” locations enumerated in the New York law. Five weeks later, in a second opinion,

that if we want to be faithful to the law—as opposed to being lawless—we really have no choice but to follow the past’s commands.” (citation omitted)); Frederick Schauer, *Analogy in the Supreme Court: Lozman v. City of Riviera Beach, Florida, 2013 SUP. CT. REV. 405, 416-17 (2013) (“Identifying analogies or disanalogies between or among multi-attribute items is not just a matter of counting attributes when none of the attributes is strictly necessary. Some . . . attributes are simply more important than others.”).

215. See N.Y. PENAL LAW § 265.01-e (McKinney 2022) (enacting the Concealed Carry Improvement Act); Antonyuk v. Hochul, 640 F. Supp. 3d 697 (N.D.N.Y.) [hereinafter Antonyuk III].

216. See Antonyuk v. Bruen, 624 F. Supp. 3d 210 (N.D.N.Y. 2022) [hereinafter Antonyuk I]; Antonyuk v. Hochul, 635 F. Supp. 3d (N.D.N.Y. 2022) [hereinafter Antonyuk II]; Antonyuk III, 640 F. Supp. 3d 697 (N.D.N.Y 2022). Antonyuk I and Antonyuk II addressed whether to impose a temporary restraining order, and Antonyuk III addressed whether to impose a preliminary injunction. Despite the differing procedural postures, the court found that the same standard applies to each. Antonyuk II, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 124 (“In the Second Circuit, the standard for issuance of a temporary restraining order is the same as the standard for a preliminary injunction.”) (citing Fairfield Cnty. Med. Ass’n v. United Healthcare, 985 F. Supp. 2d 262, 270 (D. Conn. 2013), aff’d as modified, 557 F. App’x 53 (2d Cir. 2014)). Our focus here is on the Second Amendment methodology that also should not vary between a ruling on a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction.

217. Antonyuk I, 624 F. Supp. 3d at 257.
the court walked back both of these methodological interpretations of *Bruen*.\textsuperscript{218} As for what counts as a sufficient analogue, however, the court stated simply that “generally, a historical statute cannot earn the title ‘analogue’ if it is clearly more distinguishable than it is similar to the thing to which it is compared.”\textsuperscript{219} Instead of explaining what makes a law “distinguishable,” the court resorted to a counting exercise, concluding that at least three historical laws are needed to comprise an analogous “tradition.”\textsuperscript{220} A month later, in its third opinion, the court acknowledged that sometimes it must “broaden its conception of what constitutes an ‘analogue’ and focus its attention on the justification for, and burden imposed by, it.”\textsuperscript{221} But the court did not explain how to “broaden” its conception of what constitutes an “analogue.”\textsuperscript{222} Rather, it added another layer atop the quantity of laws necessary for an analogous “tradition”: the laws must govern more than fifteen percent of the population.\textsuperscript{223} In none of the opinions did the court articulate clear principles of relevant similarity.

Predictably, the shifting methodologies and failure to identify principles of similarity have created confusion. Bans on guns in places of worship were unconstitutional in *Antonyuk I*,\textsuperscript{224} constitutional in *Antonyuk II*,\textsuperscript{225} and unconstitutional again in *Antonyuk III*.\textsuperscript{226} Bans on guns in children’s summer camps were

\textsuperscript{218} *Antonyuk II*, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 138-39 (“[A]lthough the Supreme Court has not altogether barred the expansion of sensitive locations beyond schools, government buildings, legislative assemblies, polling places and courthouses, it has indicated a skepticism of such an expansion based on the historical record.”); \textit{Id.} (“[A]lthough this Court has found that most of the CCIA’s list of ‘sensitive locations’ violate the Constitution, the Court does so not because the list (or a portion of the list) must rise or fall in its entirety . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{219} \textit{Id.} at 131.

\textsuperscript{220} \textit{Id.} at 132. As the opinion put it, “two such historical analogues can . . . appear as a mere trend,” not a “tradition,” and *Bruen* requires “traditions,” not “trends.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{221} *Antonyuk III*, 640 F. Supp. 3d at 310.

\textsuperscript{222} \textit{Id.} at 326.

\textsuperscript{223} \textit{Id.} (“The Court need not go back and recalculate the numbers so that they both come from the same census: it is confident that, under reasoning . . . . in [Bruen], the resulting percentage of less than 15 would not suffice to be representative of the Nation.”).

\textsuperscript{224} 624 F. Supp. 3d at 256-57 & n.43. In each *Antonyuk* opinion the court considered the “likelihood of success on the merits,” an element for both temporary restraining orders and preliminary injunctions. \textit{See, e.g., Antonyuk II*, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 125. The constitutional rulings referenced in this discussion should be qualified accordingly.

\textsuperscript{225} 635 F. Supp. 3d at 141. The court required New York to make “an exception for those persons who have been tasked with the duty to keep the peace at the place of worship or religious observation.” \textit{Id.} at 142.

\textsuperscript{226} 639 F. Supp. 3d 232, 296-97 (N.D.N.Y. 2022).
unconstitutional in *Antonyuk I* and *II*.\(^{227}\) but constitutional in *Antonyuk III*.\(^{228}\) The same went for guns in Times Square: unconstitutional in the first two opinions,\(^{229}\) and constitutional in the third.\(^{230}\) In *Antonyuk I* and *II*, the court found the prohibition on guns in mass transit unconstitutional for lack of historical analogues.\(^{231}\) In *Antonyuk III*, the court opined that a ban on guns on NYC buses would be constitutional “during the period before school.”\(^{232}\)

Within the opinions, a litigant could only speculate about why some place-based restrictions were constitutional and others were not. In *Antonyuk III*, for example, the court found it constitutional to restrict guns at playgrounds because of the presence of children, but unconstitutional to restrict them at zoos because although children might be present, some adults are unaccompanied by them.\(^{233}\) The court explained the discrepancies between opinions as a result of “better briefing by the State Defendants and its further consideration of the historical laws obtained in light of the standard set forth in [*Bruen*].”\(^{234}\) But the meandering methodologies and correspondingly divergent constitutional outcomes are more clearly an indication of *Bruen*’s failure to set forth a clear standard and the *Antonyuk* court’s failure to identify sensible, workable principles of relevant similarity.

The *Antonyuk* opinions are not isolated examples. In *United States v. Perez-Gallan*,\(^{235}\) a federal judge declared unconstitutional a federal law prohibiting gun possession by people subject to a domestic-violence restraining order.\(^{236}\) That law was passed in 1994 to address the relationship—well-documented now, but apparently unappreciated at the Founding—between guns and domestic violence.\(^{237}\) The court concluded that, after *Bruen*, “[n]o longer can lower courts

---

\(^{227}\) *Antonyuk I*, 624 F. Supp. 3d at 255; *Antonyuk II*, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 143.

\(^{228}\) 639 F. Supp. 3d at 274 n.35.

\(^{229}\) *Antonyuk I*, 624 F. Supp. 3d at 255; *Antonyuk II*, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 146.

\(^{230}\) *Antonyuk III*, 639 F. Supp. 3d 232 at 292 n.66.

\(^{231}\) *Antonyuk I*, 624 F. Supp. 3d at 255; *Antonyuk II*, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 143.

\(^{232}\) 639 F. Supp. 3d at 330 n.114.

\(^{233}\) Id. at 267.

\(^{234}\) Id. at 297.

\(^{235}\) 640 F. Supp. 3d 697 (W.D. Tex. 2022).

\(^{236}\) Id. at 716 (holding unconstitutional 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(8) (2018)).

account for public policy interests, historical analysis being the only tool.” And it found that “straightforward historical analysis . . . reveals a historical tradition likely unthinkable today” because “until the mid-1970s, government intervention—much less removing an individual’s firearms—because of domestic violence practically did not exist.” The court agreed with then-Judge Barrett’s observation that “founding-era legislatures categorically disarmed groups whom they judged to be a threat to the public safety.” But the court refused to see that legal tradition as analogous to modern restrictions on domestic abusers, declining to take what it called a “leap of faith” in concluding that the “colonies considered domestic abusers a ‘threat to public safety.’” Thus, the historical failure to treat domestic violence specifically as a threat to public safety in the late 1700s made it unconstitutional today to disarm people whom a judge has determined present a threat of domestic violence.

Other opinions have similarly limited the analogical inquiry to dead ringers. For example, in Firearms Policy Coalition v. McCraw, a district judge struck down a Texas law prohibiting eighteen- to twenty-year-olds from carrying a handgun in public. The court emphasized that the earliest age restriction identified by the government dated to 1856—too late in the court’s view. Nowhere did the court consider whether other historical restrictions on categories of people could be relevantly similar to those based on age, nor did it consider whether gun violence among youth was a historical problem that warranted a historical solution.

---

238. Perez-Gallan, 640 F. Supp. 3d at 697.
239. Id. at 703.
240. Id. at 710 (quoting Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 458 (7th Cir. 2019) (Barrett, J., dissenting)).
241. Id. (emphasis omitted).
242. Id.; cf. United States v. Quiroz, No. 22-CR-00104, 2022 WL 4352482, at *10 (W.D. Tex. Sept. 19, 2022) (refusing to extend the “historical tradition of excluding specific groups from the rights and powers reserved to ‘the people’” to those under felony indictment, observing that “little evidence” from the late 1700s “supports excluding those under indictment in any context”).
244. Id. at 756 (“The earliest law cited is from 1856.”).
245. See infra notes 283-295 and accompanying text (discussing possible principles of relevant similarity based on Founding Era restrictions on categories of people).
Similarly, in *Koons v. Reynolds*, a challenge to New Jersey’s post-*Bruen* law regulating public carry, a district judge issued a temporary restraining order pending further litigation about a ban on gun possession in bars, emphasizing the government’s failure to present exact historical replicas of the modern law.\(^{246}\) The government pointed to historical prohibitions on possessing guns while intoxicated,\(^ {247}\) but the judge dismissed that precedent as having “no relevance here as the restriction at issue clearly does not address possession of firearms by intoxicated persons.”\(^ {248}\) The court relegated the question of why the historical intoxication laws were passed to a footnote—“presumably because guns and alcohol do not mix”—stating without elaboration that it is “unlikely” any such rationale would adequately support the modern regulation.\(^ {249}\)

Looking only for exact matches in the historical record, as some post-*Bruen* cases have, fails to comply with *Bruen*’s admonition that analogical reasoning does not require finding a “historical twin.”\(^ {250}\) In effect, it is the equivalent of ducking analogical reasoning entirely, looking for discrete historical facts rather than principles of relevant similarity. The historical record is not going to resolve the methodological problem; guidance is more likely to be found in the literature on analogical reasoning, to which we now turn.

### 2. The Centrality of Relevant Similarity in Analogical Reasoning

Cass Sunstein opens his influential “On Analogical Reasoning” with the observation: “Reasoning by analogy is the most familiar form of legal reasoning.”\(^ {251}\) Fred Schauer similarly notes, “It has long been argued that reasoning by analogy—which is often claimed to be central to human thought generally—is at the core of legal reasoning, legal interpretation, and legal decision-making.”\(^ {252}\) Yet the fact that analogical reasoning is commonplace in law does not mean that

\(^{247}\) Id. at *14.
\(^{248}\) Id.
\(^{249}\) Id. at *14 n.15. In its subsequent opinion granting a preliminary injunction against this provision, the court provided even less analysis, referring back to its decision at the temporary-restraining-order stage and reducing “the dangers of mixing firearms with alcohol” to “policy arguments” that “this Court cannot consider.” *Koons v. Platkin*, No. 22-7464, 2023 WL 3478604, at *86 (D.N.J. May 16, 2023).
\(^{251}\) Sunstein, *supra* note 132, at 741. A revised version of the article recently posted to SSRN begins slightly differently: “Much of legal reasoning is analogical . . . .” Sunstein, *supra* note 39, at 1.
\(^{252}\) Schauer, *supra* note 214, at 407; *see also KENT GREENAWALT, STATUTORY AND COMMON LAW INTERPRETATION* 188 (2013) (noting that analogical argument is “thought by some to be the most distinctive aspect of legal reasoning”).
it is easily applied—any more so than concepts like “precedent” or even “law.” For one thing, as with many deep-set legal practices, legal analogical reasoning is not always explicitly identified as such. And even when it is identified, the key factor in any analogical process—the principle that mediates between comparators, making them relevantly similar or not—can operate sub silentio.

Schauer points to the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in *Lozman v. City of Riviera Beach* as an example of analogical reasoning in law. There, a 7-2 majority decided that the petitioner’s houseboat was not a “vessel” and thus not subject to admiralty jurisdiction. In concluding that the houseboat was more like a house than a boat, the majority reasoned: “[I]n our view a structure does not fall within the scope of this statutory phrase unless a reasonable observer, looking to the home’s physical characteristics and activities, would consider it designed to a practical degree for carrying people or things over water.” Dissenting, Justice Sotomayor criticized the test as malleable—an “I know it when I see it” approach that would “import[]” other seemingly irrelevant criteria. As Schauer notes, “it remains difficult to escape the conclusion . . . that the Court’s result is actually driven by an analogical process” and that “[i]n the final analysis, Lozman’s residence simply looked more to the Court like a house than a boat.”

Identifying principles of relevant similarity is especially important in a system of social decision-making like law. If actors in a social system analogized using idiosyncratic, unidentified principles, it would be impossible to coordinate, debate, or guide others. We might choose to group books on our personal bookshelves according to how much we like them or when we bought them. But those principles will be unintelligible to others; they could not be used to organize a library’s public holdings. The organizing principle must itself be sensible and intelligible, especially in the case of law, given the significant stakes involved. If the principle of relevant similarity in *Lozman*—that is, the characteristic that

---


255. See Schauer, supra note 214, at 405.


257. Id. at 121.

258. Id. at 139 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).

259. Schauer, supra note 214, at 415.
unites “vessels” — had been “anything that floats,” not things “designed to a practical degree for carrying people or things over water,”260 Lozman would have been subject to admiralty jurisdiction and the imposition of a maritime lien against him would have been proper.261

What is needed, then, are principles of relevant similarity tied in an articulable way to the shared goals and functioning of law. If analogical reasoning is deployed as legal reasoning, and legal reasoning should be generalizable, coherent, and clear,262 then such analogical reasoning should be as well. That does not mean that the principles of relevant similarity — any more than other legal principles — will always be capable of precise articulation, nor that everyone will always agree about what they are.263 But that is no reason to accept the kinds of occluded and unprincipled reasoning on display in the post-Bruen cases we describe here.

As with any other approach to legal reasoning, matters are more complex than a single thumbnail sketch can capture.264 Some argue that judges are just announcing rules when they purportedly engage in analogical reasoning — that policy choices reflecting normative commitments are doing most, if not all, of the work.265 Ronald Dworkin put it bluntly: “An analogy is a way of stating a conclusion, not a way of reaching one, and theory must do the real work.”266 Richard Posner came to a similar conclusion: “One can call this reasoning by

261. Id. at 118-19 (describing the question of whether a maritime lien could be brought against Lozman).
262. It is far beyond our scope here to engage thoroughly with the jurisprudential debates, but we suspect that nearly any theory of the rule of law will prioritize these values. See, e.g., LON L. FULLER, THE MORALITY OF LAW (1964) (identifying values that constitute “the inner morality of law” — namely, that laws be general, public, prospective, coherent, clear, stable, and practicable).
263. On some accounts, analogical reasoning in law is valuable in part because it permits a kind of incomplete agreement. Sunstein, Analogical Reasoning, supra note 39, at 1 (“[C]ourts are drawn to analogical reasoning in large part because analogies allow people to reach incompletely theorized agreements. To say that one case is like another, we need a reason or a principle, but we can often offer a reason or a principle that operates at a low level of ambition.”).
analogy if one likes, but what is really involved is querying (or quarrying) the earlier case for policies that may be applicable to the later one and then deciding the later one by reference to those policies.”

Historical-analogical reasoning is also deeply intertwined with considerations of theory and policy. Indeed, one of our goals here is to make those considerations more visible and to show that, despite its posturing as neutral and objective, Bruen’s analogical method involves a significant degree of normative decision-making. When judges identify a principle of relevant similarity from a prior case, they will typically focus on its reasoning, which will involve theory, policy, or other normative considerations. In Bruen, the Court did this by emphasizing the centrality of self-defense in its own prior decisions. And when judges compare a later case to an earlier one by reference to that principle, they must ask whether the two cases are sufficiently similar such that the identified principle (self-defense, for example) compels the same result. In Bruen, the Court concluded that it did and thus that the right to keep and bear arms must extend outside the home.

In short, analogical reasoning requires judges to engage with normative questions of theory and policy. Indeed, this can be one of its strengths. But the articulation of those principles of relevant similarity should be as coherent and transparent as possible.

3. Toward Workable Principles of Relevant Similarity After Bruen

Analysis of Bruen’s injunction that modern gun laws must be “consistent with this Nation’s historical tradition” has generally focused on identifying the relevant “historical tradition.” But as a matter of legal development, it is even more important that courts elaborate what it means to be “consistent” with that tradition. Put differently, courts must identify principles of relevant similarity in a historical-analogical mode, beyond simply identifying a set of historical comparators. How might this look?

The regulation of sensitive places provides a useful illustration. After identifying several historical place-based restrictions, the majority in Bruen

268. Id.
269. N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2133 (2022) (“As we stated in Heller and repeated in McDonald, individual self-defense is the central component of the Second Amendment right.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).
270. Id. at 2135 (“Although we remarked in Heller that the need for armed self-defense is perhaps ‘most acute’ in the home, we did not suggest that the need was insignificant elsewhere. Many Americans hazard greater danger outside the home than in it.” (citations omitted)).
271. Id. at 2126; see also id. at 2129–30 (reiterating this test nearly verbatim).
emphasized that “courts can use analogies to those historical regulations of ‘sensitive places’ to determine that modern regulations prohibiting the carry of firearms in new and analogous sensitive places are constitutionally permissible.”

Doing so means understanding how such rules “burden a law-abiding citizen’s right to armed self-defense.” It also means deducing from historical sources why such prohibitions are “justified” — perhaps because the location is central to certain governmental or constitutionally protected activities, is subject to the government’s power as a proprietor, is central to participating in a democratic community, or is a site of overcrowding in close quarters. In other words, courts should not conclude, as Antonyuk I did, that the precise places identified by Bruen are the only ones at which guns can be banned. Nor should they list historical laws and then simply declare a modern law disanalogous without reasoned analysis, as Koons did. The judicial task is finding what principles are reflected by the historical restrictions.

The sensitive-places example reflects that the historical-analogical mode might not reduce to a single principle of relevant similarity. This point bears emphasizing since some opinions that have implied the need for principles of relevant similarity when engaging in analogical reasoning have assumed that there could be only one such principle.

Consider laws prohibiting gun possession by people with past convictions. Ample scholarship has questioned “the extent to which felons . . . were considered excluded from the right to bear arms during the founding era.”

---

272. Id. at 2133.
273. Id. at 2132–33.
275. See, e.g., Bonidy v. U.S. Postal Serv., 790 F.3d 1121, 1126 (10th Cir. 2015); United States v. Class, 930 F.3d 460, 465 (D.C. Cir. 2019).
276. Blocher & Siegel, supra note 54.
277. See, e.g., State Defendants’ Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for a Preliminary Injunction at 3–4, Antonyuk II, 635 F. Supp. 3d (N.D.N.Y. Oct. 13, 2022) (No. 22-CV-00986), ECF No. 48 (“History shows several broad categories of locations in which states prohibited deadly weapons to protect the people, including . . . places including fairs, ballrooms, parties, and public exhibitions where large numbers of people would gather in a confined space.”).
278. See supra note 216 and accompanying text (discussing Antonyuk I, 624 F. Supp. 3d 210 (N.D.N.Y. 2022)).
279. See supra notes 246–249 and accompanying text (discussing Koons v. Reynolds, No. 22-7464, 2023 WL 128882 (D.N.J. Jan. 9, 2023)).
Some historical-analogical opinions have correctly looked for principles that explain other restrictions that existed during the Founding Era, but then sought to identify a unitary principle to explain them all. For example, then-Judge Barrett, in an opinion addressing the constitutionality of disqualifying a nonviolent felon from firearm possession, confidently asserted that “legislatures disqualified categories of people from the right to bear arms only when they judged that doing so was necessary to protect the public safety.”

In a post-Bruen opinion, Range v. Attorney General, the majority failed to identify any principles of relevant similarity from historical restrictions, but concurring and dissenting judges offered a range of solitary principles. One judge read historical disarmament laws to reflect a “history and tradition of disarming those persons who legislatures believed would, if armed, pose a threat to the orderly functioning of society.”

Another suggested that “the founders categorically disarmed the members of these groups because the founders viewed them as disloyal to the sovereign.”

Yet another concluded that “[f]our centuries of Anglo-American history demonstrate that legislatures repeatedly exercised their discretion to impose ‘status-based restrictions’ disarming entire ‘categories of persons,’ who were presumed, based on past conduct, to be unwilling to obey the law.”

Still other courts have justified similar prohibitions based on historical laws denying guns to those who lack “virtue.”

---

282. Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 451 (7th Cir. 2019) (Barrett, J., dissenting), abrogated by N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111 (2022); Blocher & Carberry, supra note 56, at 1 (observing then-Judge Barrett’s view that “dangerousness is the Second Amendment’s exclusive limiting principle”)

283. 69 F.4th 96, 105 (3d Cir. 2023) (“That Founding-era governments disarmed groups they distrusted like Loyalists, Native Americans, Quakers, Catholics, and Blacks does nothing to prove that Range is part of a similar group today.”); id. at 104 n.9 (“We need not decide [whether violence or dangerousness is the operative principle] because the Government did not carry its burden to provide a historical analogue to permanently disarm someone like Range, whether grounded in dangerousness or not.”). Range is thus another example of a court deciding a post-Bruen Second Amendment dispute without articulating any principles mediating historical and modern laws. See supra Section II.A.1 (discussing the frequent failure of courts to identify principles of relevant similarity).

284. Range, 69 F.4th at 110 (Ambro, J., concurring); see also id. at 112 (describing how regulations contemporaneous with the Fourteenth Amendment’s enactment “echo the impetus of the Founding-era laws—a desire to stop firearms from being possessed or carried by those who cannot be trusted with them”).

285. Id. at 115 (Schwartz, J., dissenting).

286. Id. at 117-18 (Krause, J., dissenting) (quoting United States v. Jackson, 69 F.4th 495, 504-06 (8th Cir. 2023)).

287. Binderup v. Att’y Gen., 836 F.3d 336, 348 (3d Cir. 2016); United States v. Carpio-Leon, 701 F.3d 974, 980 (4th Cir. 2012) (“[F]elons ‘were excluded from the right to arms’ because they
But there need not be only one reason that legislatures historically disarmed certain groups. For example, an Eighth Circuit panel recently acknowledged that historical disarmament laws might be based on a view that “legislatures have longstanding authority and discretion to disarm citizens who are not ‘law-abiding’” or to disarm those “who are deemed more dangerous than a typical law-abiding citizen.” The panel discussed history supportive of both views and then evaluated the Second Amendment issue in light of each:

In sum, we conclude that legislatures traditionally employed status-based restrictions to disqualify categories of persons from possessing firearms. Whether those actions are best characterized as restrictions on persons who deviated from legal norms or persons who presented an unacceptable risk of dangerousness, Congress acted within the historical tradition when it enacted § 922(g)(1) and the prohibition on possession of firearms by felons.

This example reflects the fact that it is inaccurate to speak of history as if it were a discrete, uniform thing. Legislators of the past, like those today, pursued different agendas that sometimes converged and other times did not. Partly as a result, it will often be impossible to identify a narrow and precise principle of similarity by which to compare modern and historical gun laws. There may even be good reasons to define such principles at a high level of abstraction, as in the examples above: dangerousness, virtue, and so on. Indeed, the next Section addresses in more detail the value of such approaches. Our point here is simply that such principles can still be articulable and transparent.

were deemed unvirtuous.” (quoting Glenn Harlan Reynolds, A Critical Guide to the Second Amendment, 62 TENN. L. REV. 461, 480 (1995))); United States v. Yancey, 621 F.3d 681, 684-85 (7th Cir. 2010) (“[M]ost scholars of the Second Amendment agree that the right to bear arms was tied to the concept of a virtuous citizenry and that, accordingly, the government could disarm ‘unvirtuous citizens.’”); United States v. Vongxay, 594 F.3d 1111, 1118 (9th Cir. 2010) (observing the scholarly consensus “that the right to bear arms was ‘inextricably . . . tied to’ the concept of a ‘virtuous citizenry’”); United States v. Rene E., 583 F.3d 8, 15 (1st Cir. 2009) (“In the parlance of the republican politics of the time, these limitations were sometimes expressed as efforts to disarm the ‘unvirtuous.’”).

289. Id. at 505.
B. Anachronism and Levels of Generality

As historian Bernard Bailyn put it, “the past is a different world.” That raises difficulties for the project of using historical understandings to establish contemporary constitutional meaning because contemporary readers—especially non-historians—will inevitably struggle to understand this “different world.” But it is an especially serious problem for originalism-by-analogy, which demands not only understanding the past but the further step of rendering it relevantly similar to the present.

A standard solution to problems of anachronism is to alter the level of generality, typically by pitching a question at a broader level. So, for example, rather than asking whether the Founding generation specifically disarmed domestic abusers or prohibited rocket launchers, one might ask instead whether they disarmed people they judged to be “dangerous” or prohibited weapons they thought were “dangerous and unusual.” The striking difference between these inquiries, both of them rooted in historical analogy, demonstrates how “[m]ovements in the level of constitutional generality may be used to justify almost any outcome.” That makes it all the more crucial that levels of generality be selected and applied with care. Here, we elaborate the threat of anachronistic analogy and the promise—and perils—of levels of generality as a solution.

1. Anachronism After Bruen

Perhaps the most concrete and jarring complication of Bruen’s historical-analogical approach is the degree to which it requires judges to compare modern and historical gun laws, given the extraordinary technological and social changes since the Founding. What meaningful historical comparator could there be for the modern prohibition on guns in airplane cabins or restrictions on automatic weapons? And what about modern laws that reflect broader social

294. See, e.g., 14 C.F.R. § 135.119 (2022) (“No person may, while on board an aircraft being operated by a certificate holder, carry on or about that person a deadly or dangerous weapon, either concealed or unconcealed.”).
295. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 922(o) (2018) (banning the possession or transfer of machineguns not possessed before May 19, 1986); see also Brian DeLay, The Myth of Continuity in American
change, like the prohibition on gun possession by those who have committed crimes of domestic violence? 296

Many post-Bruen cases fall prey to anachronism. In Antonyuk II, for example, the court halted enforcement of New York’s requirement that concealed-carry-permit applicants provide a list of social media accounts for the past three years, noting that New York failed to provide historical analogues from the Founding Era “requiring persons to disclose the pseudonyms they have used while publishing political pamphlets or newspaper articles.” 297 In United States v. Price, a court declared unconstitutional the federal ban on possessing or receiving “any firearm which has had the importer’s or manufacturer’s serial number removed, obliterated, or altered.” 298 The court explained that “[a] firearm without a serial number in 1791 was certainly not considered dangerous or unusual compared to other firearms because serial numbers were not required or even commonly used at that time.” 299

The most prominent post-Bruen appellate decision thus far is United States v. Rahimi, in which the Fifth Circuit struck down a law prohibiting gun possession by people subject to a domestic-violence restraining order, 300 and which the Supreme Court is scheduled to review in the current Term. The court concluded that the ban on possession of firearms by people who present a risk of domestic violence is “an outlier[] that our ancestors would never have accepted.” 301 To cast the inquiry as Rahimi did is to invite a combination of social and technological anachronism. It is true that the Founding generation underprotected women from domestic violence. But that was a function of their own moral insensibility with regard to domestic violence, and likely also the fact that colonial-era muskets were simply not used as commonly in domestic violence incidents as handguns are today. 302
One can imagine a similar risk with respect to suicide-prevention laws like those requiring guns to be safely stored or providing for extreme risk-protection orders. Modern research has increased our understanding of mental health and revealed a strong connection between means restriction and suicide prevention not appreciated in the 1700s, when a firearm would have been a less-preferred instrument. Meanwhile, in Firearms Policy Coalition v. McCraw, the court searched exclusively for historical age restrictions when considering a modern age restriction, but nowhere considered whether historical gun violence among youths was even a problem in need of a solution.

Judges applying originalism-by-analogy must be attuned to the ways guns and gun violence have evolved since the Founding, the corresponding shape of historical weapons regulations, and how selection of a level of generality will guide the historical-analogical exercise. We address each in turn.

a. Guns and Gun Violence: Then and Now

As a general matter, private firearm violence today exceeds, by an order of magnitude, private firearm violence in 1791, which presents an overarching challenge for basing the constitutionality of modern gun laws on the evidence (or lack thereof) of historical gun laws. As Judge Posner put it after Heller, the subject of gun violence “has been transformed” since the Founding: “The Framers of the Bill of Rights could not have been thinking of the crime problem in the large crime-ridden metropolises of twenty-first-century America.” In fact, scholars have shown that “during the colonial period, the urban areas were

305. See supra notes 243–244 and accompanying text (discussing Firearms Pol’y Coal. v. McCraw, 623 F. Supp. 3d 740 (N.D. Tex. 2022)).
relatively free of the consistent use of firearms.”

According to historian Randolph Roth, spikes in homicides occurred in various nonurban places, such as “in the Georgia-South Carolina backcountry, where the Revolutionary War was a civil war.”

Into the 1800s, homicide rates in the comparatively rural South far outpaced those in urban areas.

Likewise, firearm technology has transformed. Americans in 1791 generally owned muzzle-loading flintlocks, “liable to misfire” and incapable of firing multiple shots. Guns thus generally were not kept or carried loaded in 1791, which in turn is reflected in the kinds of laws on the books. Unintentional shootings by children handling unlocked, loaded guns is a tragic problem today but would have been less likely at a time when guns were not stored loaded. Conversely, communities in the late 1700s have been less likely at a time when guns were not stored loaded. Conversely, communities in the late 1700s were concerned with the risk of fire from improperly stored black powder, which is not a significant problem today. Moreover, fewer than ten percent of firearms were handguns, currently the most common type of gun used to commit crimes.

Crimes at the Founding were committed using weapons far less lethal than modern firearms, or even, in the context of domestic violence, with no firearms at all: “Family and household homicides—most of which were caused by abuse or simple assaults that got out of control—were committed almost exclusively with weapons that were close at hand,” which were not loaded guns but rather “whips, sticks, hoes, shovels, axes, knives, feet,


or fists.” 314 Well into the 1800s, even after pistols became more common, some still considered knives to be more dangerous. 315

Modern supporters of gun regulation have sometimes deployed arguments from anachronism, for example, suggesting that only colonial-era weapons should be covered by the Second Amendment. 316 The standard gun-rights response has been dismissive, as Justice Scalia put it in Heller: “Some have made the argument, bordering on the frivolous, that only those arms in existence in the 18th century are protected by the Second Amendment.” 317 Instead, he argued, “the Second Amendment extends, prima facie, to all instruments that constitute bearable arms, even those that were not in existence at the time of the founding.” 318 Bruen effectively takes the same tack, adopting a definition of “arms” that accommodates change. 319 This approach, if it is principled, and not just an argument in favor of expanding the category of protected “arms,” must be understood more broadly as an argument against anachronism. And that means it must account for other forms of change, including those regarding regulation.

Today, in contrast to the Founding Era, criminal gun violence is largely an urban problem and is perpetuated with handguns that are far more lethal than a colonial-era musket. 320 Why was gun violence not an urban problem at the Founding? One part of the explanation is that urban areas simply did not exist in 1791 as we understand them today. In 1790, just before the Second Amendment was ratified, 33,000 people lived in New York City, the country’s largest city and

314. Roth, supra note 310, at 117 (describing the pattern of “gun use in homicides in colonial and revolutionary America”).
315. Cockrum v. State, 24 Tex. 394, 402 (1859) (“The gun or pistol may miss its aim, and when discharged, its dangerous character is lost, or diminished at least . . . . The bowie-knife differs from these in its device and design; it is the instrument of almost certain death.”).
316. See Garner, supra note 95.
318. Id.
319. N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2132 (2022) (“[E]ven though the Second Amendment’s definition of ‘arms’ is fixed according to its historical understanding, that general definition covers modern instruments that facilitate armed self-defense.”).
320. Military historian Trevor N. Dupuy developed the Theoretical Lethality Index (“TLI”) “to measure how many people a particular weapon could kill in one hour.” Darrell A.H. Miller & Jennifer Tucker, Common Use, Lineage, and Lethality, 55 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 2495, 2497 (2022). The TLI for an eighteenth-century flintlock is forty-three. Id. at 2508. The TLI calculated for certain World War Two-era handguns ranges from 228 to 297. Christopher A. Lawrence, TLIs and Gun Control, MYSTICS & STATS. (Nov. 15, 2022), https://www.dupuyinstitute.org/blog/2022/11/15/tlis-and-gun-control [https://perma.cc/4L25-3329]. In the civilian context, various factors not considered by the TLI, like concealability, also influence the modern handgun’s lethality.
The population of the entire country was under four million. Today, more than twice that many people live in New York City alone. The densification of American cities during the late 1800s is well documented as is the relationship between urbanization and crime. According to one analysis, “[h]alf of America’s gun homicides in 2015 were clustered in just 127 cities and towns . . . even though they contain less than a quarter of the nation’s population.” Another analysis found that “in Maryland from 2016-2020, someone living in Baltimore City was 30 times more likely to die by firearm than someone living 40 miles away in Montgomery County.”

Other gun-violence problems, like mass shootings and school shootings, are also of recent vintage. In one recent case, a court relied on “evidence that there is no known occurrence of a mass shooting resulting in double-digit fatalities from the Nation’s founding in 1776 until 1948, with the first known mass shooting resulting in ten or more deaths occurring in 1949.” At the Founding, nothing similar occurred nor could have occurred; policymakers then unsurprisingly had no reason to pass public-safety measures to address acts of random mass violence. Similarly, researchers have tracked a significant increase in school

shootings in recent years, from eleven shootings a decade ago to ninety-three shootings during the 2020-2021 school year. At the Founding, there was no comparable problem of gun violence at schools.

So, too, has law enforcement changed. In his concurring opinion in *Bruen*, Justice Alito noted that “[i]n 1791, when the Second Amendment was adopted, there were no police departments, and many families lived alone on isolated farms or on the frontiers. If these people were attacked, they were on their own.” Today, of course, police departments do exist and are tasked with providing public safety. Alito’s point—like his invocation of the “tiny constable” in *Jones*—further highlights the danger of building constitutional doctrine on anachronism. Judges looking to historical regulations for present-day guidance must appreciate how the starkly different context in the late 1700s influenced the shape of regulations.

b. Historical Regulatory Silences, Violations, and Variations

The historical record underlying the historical-analogical method is not an easily discovered, homogenous set of facts that can simply be compiled or averaged. It is replete with silences (no historical evidence one way or the other), violations (historical laws that would be unconstitutional by modern lights), and variations (different approaches taken in different places). We consider each in turn.

First, historical regulatory practice will obviously not always speak directly to a contemporary problem. As Justice Alito alluded to in *Jones*, there was no Founding Era law with regards to GPS devices because the technology did not exist. The same is true for innumerable constitutional questions, especially those involving technological and social change. No amount of painstaking archival work will turn up historical predecessors, except at a higher level of generality, as we discuss below. The narrowness of the analogical approach debated

332. See Dist. of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 636 (2008) (observing that, unlike at the Founding, today “well-trained police forces provide personal security”).
333. See supra notes 10-15 and accompanying text (discussing United States v. Jones, 565 U.S. 400 (2012)).
334. Id. at 420 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring).
in Jones (the search for a “tiny constable”), as well as in many post-Bruen cases discussed above,\(^{335}\) suggests that the historical-analogical method is especially prone to overreading historical silences.

The risk here is, in effect, falling victim to the “law of the churn” – a failure to properly connect particulars and principles. As Justice Holmes memorably related in The Path of the Law:

> There is a story of a Vermont justice of the peace before whom a suit was brought by one farmer against another for breaking a churn. The justice took time to consider, and then said that he had looked through the statutes and could find nothing about churns, and gave judgment for the defendant.\(^{336}\)

Ignoring the legal principles underlying, say, historical gun bans in ballrooms, markets, or schools when evaluating modern gun bans in subways, summer camps, or day-care centers is the law of the churn at work in Bruen’s frame.\(^ {337}\)

In other cases, historical silence might reflect not an absence of law and practice, but the simple fact that historians have yet to uncover it, let alone on a briefing schedule. As one court recently noted in the context of a Second Amendment challenge to California’s restrictions on homemade guns:

> In order to even be able to assess whether or not [plaintiff] could demonstrate a “likelihood” of prevailing on the merits . . . there is no possibility this Court would expect Defendants to be able to present the type of historical analysis conducted in Bruen on 31 days’ notice (or even 54 days’ notice).\(^ {338}\)

Had the court required such an analysis and treated it as final, the result almost certainly would have been to build constitutional law on an incomplete foundation. Indeed, historians have emphasized the tension between litigation and their professional norms. Historian Zachary M. Schrag, an expert both on methods of historical research\(^ {339}\) and on mass transit,\(^ {340}\) was retained by the District of

---

\(^{335}\) See supra Section II.A.1.

\(^{336}\) Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457, 474-75 (1897).


\(^{339}\) See ZACHARY M. SCHRAG, THE PRINCETON GUIDE TO HISTORICAL RESEARCH (2021).

Columbia to defend the constitutionality of its rule against firearms on mass transit like the D.C. Metro.\textsuperscript{341} Even with that professional expertise—indeed, because of it—Schrag entered an expert declaration effectively declining the job: “The District has asked whether I or a team of historians could adequately research the ‘Nation’s historical tradition’ of firearm regulation on mass transit within 60 days. The answer is ‘no[]’ . . . .”\textsuperscript{342}

The challenge of discovering historical weapons regulations is especially acute given that most regulation and enforcement was local and therefore less likely to be preserved digitally today. Modern compilations of historical laws are highly incomplete for this reason alone.\textsuperscript{343}

\textit{Brue\textsuperscript{n}n} attempts to minimize this problem by invoking the rule of party presentation and saying that “[c]ourts are thus entitled to decide a case based on the historical record compiled by the parties.”\textsuperscript{344} But that simply compounds the problem when the doctrinal test directs courts to a historical record that could not possibly be complete. The issue is not a failure of the parties, but of a test that purports to respect history without accounting for the realities of historical research.

A second problem is that the known historical record from which lawyers and judges must analogize is full of practices and laws that would be impermissible today, as well as \textit{failures} to regulate that we would not accept today. The Alien and Sedition Acts, to take one obvious example, were passed within a decade of the First Amendment’s ratification, but originalists dismiss them as a guide for understanding the meaning of the freedom of speech.\textsuperscript{345} Similarly, it

\textsuperscript{341} See Exhibit J to Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Application for Preliminary Injunction and Motion for Summary Judgment, Declaration of Zachary Schrag at ¶ 1-4, Angelo v. Dist. of Columbia, No. 22-CV-01878 (D.D.C. Sept. 16, 2022), ECF No. 18-13.

\textsuperscript{342} Id. at ¶ 6.

\textsuperscript{343} See, e.g., David B. Kopel & Joseph G. S. Greenlee, The History of Bans on Types of Arms Before 1900, 50 J. LEGIS. (forthcoming 2024) (manuscript at 6), https://ssrn.com/abstract=4393197 [https://perma.cc/XPY6-4R5Y] (chronicling historical prohibitions on types of weapons including “some local restrictions,” but acknowledging that the authors “have not attempted a comprehensive survey of the thousands of local governments”); see also Ruben & Cornell, supra note 309, at 131 n.53 (noting evidence that “violations [of certain public carry restrictions] were enforced at the justice of peace level, but did not result in expensive appeals that would have produced searchable case law”).

\textsuperscript{344} N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2130 n.6 (2022). This is itself a bit ironic, given that \textit{Brue\textsuperscript{n}n} was decided on the pleadings and therefore did not have the benefit of the development of historical facts at trial notwithstanding disagreements and uncertainty regarding the historical record. See id. at 2164 (Breyer, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{345} See, e.g., Amy C. Barrett, Originalism and \textit{Stare Decisis}, 92 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1921, 1931 (2017) (“It is of no more consequence at this point whether the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 were in accord with the original understanding of the First Amendment than it is
would be impossible to even begin to canvas the ways in which law marginalized and oppressed the majority of people living in the United States, and by doing so limited the voices of those who might have shaped it. As Justice Jennifer Brunner of the Ohio Supreme Court recently noted in a post-Bruen gun case:

[T]he glaring flaw in any analysis of the United States’ historical tradition of firearm regulation in relation to Ohio’s gun laws is that no such analysis could account for what the United States’ historical tradition of firearm regulation would have been if women and nonwhite people had been able to vote for the representatives who determined these regulations.346

Black American men did not gain a constitutional right to vote until 1870.347 Women did not gain the franchise until 1920,348 after the implementation of the law struck down in Bruen, which the majority deemed too modern to reflect an American regulatory tradition.349 If, historically, women and Black Americans favored stricter firearm policies than white men—consistent with today’s overall demographic preferences350—then the failure to include their views when doing the Bruen test skews our history in a highly problematic, unrepresentative way to broaden gun rights, divorced from the original public understanding of the American people (that is, unless one is willing to argue that the views of women and Black Americans should not be included in Bruen’s historical-analogical method). And yet there is no obvious way to correct the omission of over half the voices in the country, as Justice Brunner observed: “[E]ven if a court tries to take the views of women and nonwhite people into account, are there sufficient materials on their views available to enable reliable conclusions to be made?”351

whether Marbury v. Madison was decided correctly.” (quoting ANTONIN SCALIA, A MATTER OF INTERPRETATION: FEDERAL COURTS AND THE LAW 138-39 (Amy Gutmann ed., 1997)).

347. See U.S. CONST. amend. XV.
348. See Id. amend. XIX.
349. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2122 (observing that the New York licensing scheme struck down “largely tracks that of the early 1900s”).
350. See, e.g., Gun Violence Widely Viewed as a Major—and Growing—National Problem, P E W R S C H. CTR. (June 28, 2023), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2023/06/28/gun-violence-widely-viewed-as-a-major-and-growing-national-problem [https://perma.cc/534E-LJZT] (finding that 77% of Black respondents, 74% of Asian respondents, and 68% of Hispanic respondents said gun laws should be stricter, compared to only 51% of white respondents, and that 64% of female respondents said gun laws should be stricter compared to 51% of male respondents).
351. Philpotts, 194 N.E.3d at 373 (Brunner, J., dissenting).
The third problem is that of variation. As Akhil Amar has noted, “our common Constitution looks slightly different from state to state and across the various regions of this great land.” The same, of course, was true historically, especially with regard to both regional and local gun regulations, which varied significantly because of differing needs and values. What would result if eight original states did not pass a given law, but five did? What if the count is nine and four? What if some of those states changed positions on the issue in the nineteenth century? What if some of those states changed again after the Civil War? What if some state courts upheld the restriction but others struck it down? What if variations existed within a state? And what if state-weapon traditions were shaped by divergent state constitutional protection for the right to keep and bear arms? A narrow focus might lead to doctrine being constructed on the basis of unrepresentative traditions – using only antebellum cases from Southern states as comparators, for example.

The complications of historical silences, violations, and variations invite a fundamental question for judges implementing originalism-by-analogy: what should courts do about the acute risk of anachronism? After all, as Bruen recognized, “the Founders created a Constitution – and a Second Amendment – ‘intended to endure for ages to come, and consequently, to be adapted to the various crises of human affairs.’” The most obvious doctrinal solution is to adjust the level of generality at which a court conducts the inquiry. And that, in turn, raises new methodological challenges.

2. Selecting a Level of Generality

How broadly a judge defines a principle of relevant similarity can alter the risk of anachronism but can also be outcome-determinative. In other words, it


353. See, e.g., Ruben & Cornell, supra note 309, at 123-24 (arguing that gun regulations in the antebellum South grew out of a “distinctive culture of slavery and honor” and did not reflect a “national understanding of the Second Amendment’s scope”).

354. See, e.g., Blocher, supra note 312, at 85 (explaining that cities have historically regulated guns more strictly than rural areas).


is not the historical record that will determine the result, but the level of generality at which the judge decides to approach the issue. Although it is impossible to articulate a single, overarching principle governing levels of generality in legal reasoning, understanding this dynamic will be crucial for principled application of originalism-by-analogy. Our goal here, then, is not to provide a test but to illustrate the stakes, identify some common problems, and suggest some guiding principles.

Dueling originalist accounts of Loving v. Virginia provide an example of the relationship between level of generality and case outcomes in an originalist frame. As Peter J. Smith has shown, the dominant narrative of the opinion until relatively recently was that Loving is inconsistent with the original understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment because, at the time it was enacted, there was a legislative tradition banning interracial marriages. If the principle of relevant similarity gleaned from historical laws is cast narrowly as whether there was protection for interracial marriage, then that critique is hard to avoid. In contrast, recent originalist accounts have focused on a higher-level legislative tradition: that governing contract rights, with marriage being one type of contract. If the principle of relevant similarity gleaned from historical laws is focused on protection of contract rights generally, not marriage contracts in particular, it is easier to explain Loving on originalist grounds. After all, laws such as the Civil Rights Act of 1866 protected a right “to make and enforce contracts.”

Unarticulated decisions about the appropriate level of generality reflect the risk that originalism-by-analogy will not be transparent. As Sunstein notes in his generally laudatory account of analogical reasoning, “[i]f done poorly, analogical thinking can deflect the eye from the specific problem and thus induce a kind of blindness to what is really at stake.” Chief Justice Roberts similarly...
noted in a Fourth Amendment case that an “analogue test” can “launch courts on a difficult line-drawing expedition” to answer questions such as: “Is an e-mail equivalent to a letter? Is a voicemail equivalent to a phone message slip?” Such a test, he added, would keep “judges guessing for years to come.”

Bruen’s approach to historical analogy raises the importance of operating at a high level of generality. If questions are pitched too narrowly, courts will run directly into the problems of anachronism discussed above, like searching for historical regulations of guns in subways. So, too, will they fail to account for historical silences, variations, and violations, potentially building federal constitutional doctrine on a set of unrepresentative or even reprehensible traditions. Operating at a higher level of generality is no panacea, but can help minimize these problems. Meanwhile, the level of generality should be applied symmetrically when characterizing rights and regulatory authority—it would be unprincipled to describe the right in broad terms, and thus susceptible to support from many historical sources, and then demand that historical regulations be more specific. We address both points in turn.

a. High Levels of Generality

Deciding on an appropriate level of generality is a classic issue for tradition-based approaches to constitutional reasoning. Some, including Justice Scalia, have argued for defining historical rights and regulations narrowly. Bruen did not articulate any level-of-generality theory, but seemed to take this narrowing approach when framing the relevant regulatory tradition, even as it defined the right at a high level of abstraction. The following Section addresses the problematic nature of this mismatch; here, we focus on the potential virtues of a (symmetric) high level of abstraction.

366. Id. (quoting Sykes v. United States, 564 U.S. 1, 34 (2011) (Scalia, J., dissenting)); see also Ross v. Bernhard, 396 U.S. 531, 538 n.10 (1970) (analogizing modern causes of action to those that existed at common law, in that interpreting the Seventh Amendment “requir[es] extensive and possibly abstruse historical inquiry” that is “difficult to apply”).
367. See infra Section II.B.1.
368. BAULKIN, supra note 183 (manuscript at 214-15) (“What distinguishes good from bad uses of history . . . is not the level of abstraction. It is whether we acknowledge or disguise our modality of argument. Bad uses of history mislead their audiences about the kinds of justification they actually employ.”).
369. See, e.g., David A. Strauss, Can Originalism Be Saved?, 92 B.U. L. REV. 1161, 1163 (2012) (“If we are allowed to change the level of generality at which we characterize the original understandings, then originalism can justify anything.”).
370. See infra notes 404-405 and accompanying text.
The debate over levels of generality in assessing constitutional history is often associated with *Michael H. v. Gerald D*, which considered whether a natural father has a constitutionally protected interest in his relationship with a child. In his plurality opinion, Justice Scalia looked to history for whether such an interest existed and, in doing so, argued for a low level of generality (i.e., a narrow inquiry), writing that “[w]e refer to the most specific level at which a relevant tradition protecting, or denying protection to, the asserted right can be identified” and emphasizing the “value of consulting the most specific tradition available.” Under that lens, Scalia cast the asserted interest as “the [parental] rights of an adulterous natural father,” which he concluded were not sufficiently grounded in American tradition to warrant constitutional protection. Justice Brennan contested Scalia’s “exclusively historical analysis” and also argued that the relevant interest should have been framed more broadly as “that of a parent and child in their relationship with each other.” Brennan argued that a broader frame would be more consistent with the Court’s precedent and would also lead to the opposite conclusion: that, indeed, a natural father has a constitutionally protected interest in his relationship with his child.

*Bruen*’s framing of the Second Amendment right at issue comports more with Justice Brennan’s approach than Justice Scalia’s. Had the *Bruen* majority

371. 491 U.S. 110 (1989). There are, of course, innumerable illustrations. Compare *Bowers v. Hardwick*, 478 U.S. 186, 190 (1986) (“The issue presented is whether the Federal Constitution confers a fundamental right upon homosexuals to engage in sodomy . . . .”), with *Lawrence v. Texas*, 539 U.S. 558, 567 (2003) (“To say that the issue in *Bowers* was simply the right to engage in certain sexual conduct denounces the claim the individual put forward, just as it would demean a married couple were it to be said marriage is simply about the right to have sexual intercourse.”).

372. *Michael H.*, 491 U.S. at 127 n.6 (plurality opinion). By pointing to “the most specific level at which a relevant tradition protecting, or denying protection” could be identified, id. (emphasis added), Justice Scalia also tacitly acknowledged the need for symmetry in analyzing both the asserted right and asserted regulatory tradition. We discuss the importance of such symmetry in more detail below. See infra Section II.B.2.b.

373. 491 U.S. at 127 n.6 (plurality opinion).

374. Id. at 137 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (“[T]he plurality opinion’s exclusively historical analysis portends a significant and unfortunate departure from our prior cases and from sound constitutional decisionmaking.”); id. at 142 (“On the facts before us, therefore, the question is not what ‘level of generality’ should be used to describe the relationship between Michael and Victoria, but whether the relationship under consideration is sufficiently substantial to qualify as a liberty interest under our prior cases.” (citation omitted)).

375. Id. at 141-42.

376. Id. at 139-40; see also id. at 132 (O’Connor, J., concurring in part) (contending that Justice Scalia’s level-of-generality analysis is a “mode of historical analysis . . . that may be somewhat inconsistent with our past decisions”).
cast the Second Amendment issue at “the most specific tradition available,” the case might plausibly have come out the other way. After all, the petitioners were challenging a restriction on their ability to carry a concealed handgun in public, and “the most specific tradition available” to evaluate that claim would be the historical prohibition of concealed carry of handguns in public, which Scalia’s own opinion in *Heller* noted was constitutional. The petitioners, in other words, would have lost. *Bruen* instead adopted a higher level of generality, treating the case as about “the constitutional right to carry handguns publicly for self-defense” or even the right to “armed self-defense.”

Though there is much to criticize in *Bruen*’s approach, there are good reasons to operate at a high level of generality when evaluating traditions of rights and regulations. Otherwise, originalism-by-analogy can fall prey to anachronism in either direction: rejecting a gun-rights claim because there was no right to carry a semiautomatic handgun in 1791, or upholding the claim because in 1791 there was no law specifically forbidding it. The danger, as Cass Sunstein has noted, is failing adequately to connect a broad historical frame to a concrete legal conclusion:

> [I]t is familiar to find a constitutional lawyer reading history at a very high level of abstraction (“the Framers were committed to freedom of speech”) and concluding that some concrete outcome follows for us (“laws regulating obscenity are unconstitutional”). This use of history is not honorable.

A high level of generality is no substitute for transparent reasoning, which is why we have emphasized above the importance of articulating principles of relevant similarity. But a narrow level of generality can exacerbate problems,

---

377. *Id.* at 127 n.6 (plurality opinion).
378. The Supreme Court granted certiorari “limited to the following question: ‘Whether the state’s denial of petitioners’ applications for concealed-carry licenses for self-defense violated the Second Amendment.’” *N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Corlett*, 141 S. Ct. 2566, 2566 (2021).
379. *Michael H.*, 491 U.S. at 127 n.6 (plurality opinion).
380. Dist. of Columbia v. *Heller*, 554 U.S. 570, 626 (2008) (“Like most rights, the right secured by the Second Amendment is not unlimited. . . . For example, the majority of the 19th-century courts to consider the question held that prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment or state analogues.” (citations omitted)).
382. See, e.g., *id.* at 2128, 2132-33, 2135. One might argue that *Bruen* involved a textually specified right while *Michael H.* did not, but of course these formulations are nowhere specified in the text of the Second Amendment, which says nothing at all about self-defense.
384. See supra Section II.A.
making it impossible to draw useful analogies to historical sources. The Founding generation thought it constitutional to deny firearms to Native Americans, Black Americans, and those refusing to take loyalty oaths.\footnote{See Blocher & Carberry, supra note 56.} At a low level of generality, then, there is a far stronger historical record supporting those restrictions than, say, a rule disarming domestic abusers.\footnote{See supra notes 235-242 and accompanying text (discussing United States v. Perez-Gallan, 640 F. Supp. 3d 697 (W.D. Tex. 2022)).} And yet it would be absurd to conclude that today the Second Amendment permits the government to disarm Black Americans and Native Americans but not domestic abusers. Some opinions have responded by leveling down, discounting the historical laws because they would be unconstitutional today.\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Hicks, No. 21-CR-00060, 2023 WL 164170, at *7 (W.D. Tex. Jan. 9, 2023) (“This Court is . . . skeptical of using historical laws that removed someone’s Second Amendment rights based on race, class, and religion to support doing the same today. Indeed, the Court believes that ‘rejecting’ the discriminatory application of those unconstitutional laws historically—while still arguing those laws should be a basis for the Court’s decision—walks too fine a line.”).} But that, in effect, becomes a one-way ratchet in favor of gun rights unless it is paired with a recognition that certain failures to regulate must be inverted because of racial and gender discrimination in the makeup of policymaking bodies.\footnote{See supra notes 346-351 and accompanying text (discussing how the law marginalized and oppressed the majority of people living in the United States).} If we can rightly disregard gun bans reflective of the Founding Era’s racism, why must we accept the Founding Era’s moral blindness with regard to weapons and domestic violence?\footnote{See, e.g., Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 451 (7th Cir. 2019) (Barrett, J., dissenting).}

These problems can be mitigated by asking why earlier generations disarmed certain groups of people, rather than asking only whom they disarmed. For example, scholarship and case law have examined to what degree the Founding generation disarmed people that they thought were dangerous,\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Carpio-Leon, 701 F.3d 974, 979-80 (4th Cir. 2012).} lacked virtue,\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Jackson, 69 F.4th 495, 503-04 (8th Cir. 2023).} or were not law-abiding members of the political community.\footnote{See, e.g., United States v. Jackson, 69 F.4th 495, 503-04 (8th Cir. 2023).} The question for modern controversies then becomes whether prohibited groups like felons have that characteristic. That is not the same as pointing directly to the particular groups of disarmed people—such as Black Americans, Native Americans, and those refusing to take loyalty oaths—or, for that matter, those who the Founders failed to disarm, such as perpetrators of domestic violence.
A broad level of generality can also help accommodate the diversity of historical—and modern—approaches to gun regulation discussed above. *Bruen* relied heavily on the concept of “outliers,” but without much transparency or rigor. The Court cast New York’s “may issue” law as an outlier with regard to modern regulation—obscuring the fact that similar laws governed a quarter of the U.S. population, and that as recently as the 1980s most states had such laws. It went on to dismiss as outliers a wide range of historical gun laws that, even by the Court’s own estimation, supported New York’s. Such slicing and dicing totalizes a record that is marked by variation, and then treats the resulting, unitary “tradition” as if it were found rather than made. That problem becomes worse the more narrowly the inquiry is pitched. If *Bruen* were to parse permit requirements more finely, it might have separated them based on training requirements, fee amounts, character requirements and the like, until all of them looked like “outliers” and no regulatory tradition at all remained.

This risk is especially heightened by an approach like *Bruen*’s that requires identification of a “historical tradition” and treats the lack of evidence regarding such a tradition as evidence that analogous laws are unconstitutional today. The historical record is full of examples of laws that some, but not other, jurisdictions passed. Indeed, one characteristic of the American tradition of weapons regulation is local and regional variation. This tradition of variation comports with the Supreme Court’s acknowledgment, in *McDonald v. City of Chicago*, “that conditions and problems differ from locality to locality and that citizens in different jurisdictions have divergent views on the issue of gun control.” *McDonald* went on to explain that the Second Amendment “limits (but by no means eliminates) [states’] ability to devise solutions to social problems that suit local

---


394. Jacob D. Charles, *Securing Gun Rights by Statute: The Right to Keep and Bear Arms Outside the Constitution*, 120 MICH. L. REV. 581, 596 (2022) (noting that as recently as 1980 fully one-quarter of states outlawed concealed carry altogether, with most of the other states operating a “proper cause” or a similar “may issue” licensing regime).

395. N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2153 (2022) (dismissing Texas law’s relevance while acknowledging “that the Texas cases support New York’s proper-cause requirement”).

396. See supra Section II.B.1.b (discussing historical silences and variation).

397. See Blocher, supra note 312, at 112; Ruben & Cornell, supra note 309, at 123.

398. 561 U.S. 742, 783 (2010); see also Joseph Blocher, *Cities, Preemption, and the Statutory Second Amendment*, 89 U. CHI. L. REV. 557, 574 (2022) (discussing benefits of local regulation of firearms); Richard Briffault, *Home Rule and Local Political Innovation*, 22 J.L. & POL. 1, 31 (2006) (observing that if “the fifty states are laboratories for public policy formation, then surely the 3,000 counties and 15,000 municipalities provide logarithmically more opportunities for innovation, experimentation and reform”).
needs and values.”\footnote{McDonald, 561 U.S. at 785.} “[S]tate and local experimentation with reasonable firearms regulations,” the Court continued, “will continue under the Second Amendment.”\footnote{Id. (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).} Indeed, at oral argument in Bruen, Justice Thomas seemed to acknowledge such local-level tailoring: “It’s one thing to talk about Manhattan or NYU’s campus. It’s another to talk about rural upstate New York.”\footnote{Transcript of Oral Argument, \textit{supra} note 148, at 60.} A high level of abstraction can help \textit{Bruen}’s historical-analogical test preserve that kind of sensible (and traditional) variation.

\textit{b. Symmetric Levels of Generality}

Whatever principles a court selects, the level of generality selected for historical analogy should be applied symmetrically.\footnote{For an explanation of the initial balance of rights and regulations and a theory for how they should evolve, see Darrell A.H. Miller, \textit{Second Amendment Equilibria}, 116 \textit{N.W. U. L. Rev.} 239, 259–63 (2021).} In other words, courts should not apply a broad and forgiving principle to characterize a regulatory tradition while applying a narrow and rigid characterization of a gun-rights claim, nor vice versa. Anything else distorts the holistic historical record and risks confirmation bias, “twist[ing] evidence to fit [one’s] preferred narrative,” which historical methods—and originalism itself—purportedly avoid.\footnote{SCHRAG, \textit{supra} note 339, at 25 (discussing historians’ ethics).} At minimum, courts should not apply a different historical frame for rights and regulations absent clear guidance that such a counterintuitive way to read history is required by the Second Amendment. 

\textit{Bruen} itself demonstrates the shortcomings of such asymmetrical historical analysis. The majority is quick to conclude that the Second Amendment extends to modern weapons that were unknown to the Framers: “We have already recognized in \textit{Heller} at least one way in which the Second Amendment’s historically fixed meaning applies to new circumstances: Its reference to ‘arms’ does not apply ‘only [to] those arms in existence in the 18th century.’”\footnote{N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2132 (2022) (citations omitted).} This is because “even though the Second Amendment’s definition of ‘arms’ is fixed according to its historical understanding, that general definition covers modern instruments that facilitate armed self-defense.”\footnote{\textit{Id}.} When it comes to categories of arms covered by the Second Amendment, then, it appears that the principle of relevant similarity is whether the instrument
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“facilitate[s] armed self-defense.”\textsuperscript{406} The Court expressly used its interpretation of “arms” at a high level of generality as an example of how to construe historical statutes for the purpose of historical-analogical reasoning.\textsuperscript{407} But the majority then applied a far less generous principle to evaluate modern gun laws in comparison to their historical counterparts. The symmetric principle of similarity should be that the Second Amendment allows modern gun laws that facilitate public safety.\textsuperscript{408} And that metric would lead to a very different analysis than the stringent historical one that the Court ended up applying.

While applying a symmetric level of generality on both sides of the analysis is the bare minimum of principled, historically based decision-making, it does not answer the underlying question of whether the level should be broad or narrow. As we note above, society has experienced profound changes with respect to weapons.\textsuperscript{409} It would be nonsensical to ask in a Second Amendment challenge to a restriction on a specific, modern gun model whether there is historical protection for that precise model. There are thus good reasons to analogize at a higher level of abstraction. But that breadth must be symmetric—the regulatory side of the analysis should be subject to the same level of generality.

\textbf{C. Institutional Limitations}

The final challenge for originalism-by-analogy is staying within the judiciary’s institutional competence. Constitutional doctrine should not direct judges down paths that render decision-making inscrutable, invite raw discretion, or require tasks that the judiciary is institutionally ill-suited to perform.\textsuperscript{410} Analogical reasoning is bread and butter for jurists. But \textit{Bruen}’s approach to historical-analogical reasoning can lead judges to draw unsupported inferences, mistaking lack of historical evidence for evidence of lacking history and also discounting...
the need for contemporary empirical evidence and legislative deference in order to conduct the kind of comparisons Bruen mandates.

1. Judicial Resources

An approach focused exclusively on historical analogy transforms the way litigation operates, requiring more resources than conventional constitutional argumentation. Judges have acknowledged that they “will inevitably miss some” historical precedents because “[t]he briefs filed [are] able to address only so many before running up against word limits.” If historical analogy is the sole determinant of constitutionality, running out of space to document historical precedents can be the difference between winning or losing a case. This is especially true when courts rely on party presentation of historical analogues and consider the quantity of analogues to be probative. In Antonyuk II, New York requested an additional seventy pages to respond to a motion for a preliminary injunction. Even still, the court endeavored to find historical laws not included in the briefing. New York State might have the resources to conduct such extensive—but still incomplete—motion practice; most municipalities defending local gun laws will not. At the same time, the burden on judges tasked with parsing a voluminous historical record and rendering it relatable to modern

411. For an analysis of how originalism and the usual rules of fact-finding intersect, see generally Blocher & Garrett, supra note 209.
412. Peruta v. Cnty. of San Diego, 742 F.3d 1144, 1155 n. 6 (9th Cir. 2014), rev’d on reh’g en banc, 824 F.3d 919 (9th Cir. 2016).
413. See, e.g., N.Y. State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n v. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. 2111, 2130 n. 6 (2022) (“Courts are thus entitled to decide a case based on the historical record compiled by the parties.”).
414. See, e.g., Firearms Pol’y Coal, Inc. v. McCraw, 623 F. Supp. 3d 740, 756 (N.D. Tex. 2022) ("[T]he historical record before the Court establishes (at most) that between 1856 and 1892, approximately twenty jurisdictions (of the then 45 states) enacted laws that restricted the ability of those under 21 to ‘purchase or use firearms.’"); Antonyuk II, 635 F. Supp. 3d at 132 ("[T]he Court generally has looked to instances where there have been three or more such historical analogues . . . ").
415. See Consent Letter Motion, Antonyuk II, 635 F. Supp. 3d 111 (N.D.N.Y. Oct. 12, 2022) (No. 22-CV-00986), ECF No. 37 (requesting leave to file excess pages); Text Order, Antonyuk II, 635 F. Supp. 3d 111 (N.D.N.Y. Oct. 12, 2022) (No. 22-CV-00986), ECF No. 38 (granting motion for additional pages). In Miller v. Bonta, a case concerning California’s ban on assault weapons, the district judge asked the parties to compile a spreadsheet of relevant weapons policies from the time of the Second Amendment’s enactment until twenty years after the Fourteenth Amendment’s enactment. California’s list was fifty-six pages long and contained 191 laws, statutes, or regulations. Exhibit 1 to Declaration of John D. Echeverria, Defendants’ Survey of Relevant Statutes (Pre-Founding-1888), Miller v. Bonta, No. 19-cv-01537 (S.D. Cal. Jan. 11, 2023), ECF No. 163-1.
416. See Antonyuk III, 639 F. Supp. 3d at 296–97 & n.72 (describing the court’s research process).
times will be significant and difficult; judges have even considered hiring historians to assist in the exercise.\textsuperscript{417}

A similar institutional challenge has been discussed in the long-running interpretive debates over originalism, but it is especially accentuated with a historical-analogical test that requires not only identification of past practices and meanings, but also the further step of drawing relevant similarities from those historical sources to modern ones. Courts faced with tasks they are ill-suited to do often consider whether it is appropriate to defer to coequal branches of government. Yet, \textit{Bruen} critiqued lower-court caselaw as being too deferential to legislatures and too responsive to modern-day realities.\textsuperscript{418} As a result, some courts have read \textit{Bruen} as prohibiting consideration of empirics or deference to the legislature. But both empirics and deference remain relevant after \textit{Bruen}, and they could mitigate the institutional challenges presented by the historical-analogical approach.

2. \textit{Empirics and Deference}

Despite \textit{Bruen}'s suggestion that its approach is purely historical, its test requires contemporary evidence to play a key role. Quite simply, there is no way to compare the “why” and “how” of modern and historical gun laws without evidence. History alone cannot show the “burden” that modern gun laws place on “armed self-defense,” nor why such laws are “justified.”\textsuperscript{419} Doing so requires modern empirics to demonstrate, for example, how often particular weapons are used for self-defense or in crimes, or what harms a particular law prevents.\textsuperscript{420}
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Although it is somewhat opaque on this point, the Court seemed to take this presentist approach when it emphasized the stringency of New York’s law and the supposed commonality of armed self-defense. The majority highlighted the relative strictness of proper-cause requirements, concluding that requiring a “special need” to carry a handgun is a “demanding” standard. Justice Alito blended present and future in writing, “Today, unfortunately, many Americans have good reason to fear that they will be victimized if they are unable to protect themselves.” In these ways, at least—all of which worked in favor of broadening gun rights—the Justices were willing to consider contemporary evidence and even predictions about the future.

As the dissent pointed out, there was actually no record evidence regarding the operation of New York’s statute—what percentage of permit applications were rejected, for example—making it hard to evaluate the statute’s contemporary burdens on armed self-defense. In future cases that do include a record, those defending gun laws will presumably want to include evidence showing that challenged laws still allow armed self-defense. If, for example, a prohibition on one particular class of weapons leaves open a range of adequate alternatives, then the burden on armed self-defense is lessened and perhaps negligible.

421. Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2123.

422. Id. at 2161 (Alito, J., concurring) (emphasis added). Specifically, Justice Alito cites a brief to the effect that “[a]ccording to survey data, defensive firearm use occurs up to 2.5 million times per year.” Id. at 2159. It is worth noting that empiricists studying more recent data have concluded that the 2.5 million estimate, which is derived from Gary Kleck & Marc Gertz, Armed Resistance to Crime: The Prevalence and Nature of Self-Defense with a Gun, 86 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 150, 184 tbl.2 (1995), “should be viewed with considerable skepticism.” Philip J. Cook, The Great American Gun War: Notes from Four Decades in the Trenches, 42 CRIME & JUST. 19, 37, 42-44 (2013). Empirical efforts to identify the prevalence of defensive gun uses vary by orders of magnitude. See, e.g., BUREAU OF JUST. STAT., U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., GUNS AND CRIME: HANDBGUN VICTIMIZATION, FIREARM SELF-DEFENSE, AND FIREARM THEFT, NCJ-147004, at 1-2 (1994) (estimating approximately 80,000 defensive uses based on the National Crime Victimization Survey).
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424. See Friedman v. City of Highland Park, 784 F.3d 406, 411 (7th Cir. 2015) (pointing out that if Highland Park’s ordinance banning assault rifles left viable legal alternatives open to criminals, then it similarly left viable legal alternatives open to those seeking to carry in self-defense); Ruben, supra note 94, at 208 (“In a gun-centric world in which the only ‘arm’ is a firearm, firearms restrictions intuitively cut deeper into the right to keep and bear arms than in a world where there are myriad alternatives.”). See generally Joseph Blocher & Darrel A.H. Miller, Lethality, Public Carry, and Adequate Alternatives, 53 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 279 (2016) (considering the potential Second Amendment significance of advancing nonlethal weapons technology).
The majority’s flexibility in accepting arguments about the high burden of the modern regulation, however, was in stark contrast to its willingness to minimize the burdens imposed by historical regulations. For example, the Court discounted the evidentiary value of an early Massachusetts law copied by states across the country that provided that anyone who carried publicly without “reasonable cause” could be required to post a surety under specified circumstances.\footnote{Bruen, 142 S. Ct. at 2148-50; see 1836 Mass. Acts 750 (“If any person shall go armed with a dirk, dagger, sword, pistol, or other offensive and dangerous weapon, without reasonable cause to fear an assault or other injury, or violence to his person, or to his family or property, he may, on complaint of any person having reasonable cause to fear an injury, or breach of the peace, be required to find sureties for keeping the peace . . . .”).} The majority held that the law—despite serving as an explicit example of states limiting public carry to those with cause—was not relevant in evaluating the constitutionality of New York’s public-carry law because the burden of a surety requirement was dissimilar to that imposed by New York’s permit requirement.\footnote{Id. at 2149.} \footnote{Id. at 2150.} In the same vein, the Court declined to give weight to historical laws that it concluded were underenforced\footnote{Id. at 2149.} or only prohibited the use of arms to “terrorize others.”\footnote{Id. at 2150.}

\begin{itemize}
\item The majority held that the law—despite serving as an explicit example of states limiting public carry to those with cause—was not relevant in evaluating the constitutionality of New York’s public-carry law because the burden of a surety requirement was dissimilar to that imposed by New York’s permit requirement.
\item The Court declined to give weight to historical laws that it concluded were underenforced or only prohibited the use of arms to “terrorize others.”
\end{itemize}

The continuing relevance of empirics invites a question about how much deference judges should give to legislative determinations. Though the Bruen majority critiqued legislative deference within the tiered-scrutiny framework,\footnote{Id. at 2131 (critiquing how courts defer to legislative determinations when faced with difficult empirical decisions under intermediate scrutiny).} deference should not be off the table after Bruen, if it is part of the historical tradition of weapons rights and regulation.\footnote{Id. (stating the need to adhere to the “balance . . . struck by the traditions of the American people” when implementing the Second Amendment).} Here, too, a principle of symmetry should apply—this time, between the deference courts give to historical and modern legislative determinations.

In her dissenting opinion in Kanter v. Barr, for example, then-Judge Barrett concluded that “[i]n 1791—and for well more than a century afterward—legislatures disqualified categories of people from the right to bear arms only when they judged that doing so was necessary to protect the public safety.”\footnote{Kanter v. Barr, 919 F.3d 437, 451 (7th Cir. 2019) (Barrett, J., dissenting) (emphasis added); see also id. at 458 (“In sum, founding-era legislatures categorically disarmed groups whom they judged to be a threat to the public safety.”) (emphasis added).} In this telling, it was the legislature that was “judg[ing]” the threat to public safety presented by a category of people. If the principle of relevant similarity at issue in
categorical prohibition cases is that the legislature can bar those “they judge[ ]” to be dangerous from gun possession, and their historical determinations were overinclusive and would have received deference from the judiciary, modern-day legislatures arguably should be granted similar leeway, subject to other constitutional limitations.

In this regard, the longstanding debate regarding the scope of police power and judicial power at the Founding is relevant. In his review of opinions exercising judicial review between the Founding and *Marbury v. Madison*, for example, William Treanor found that courts deferred outside limited circumstances in which legislators “overstepp[ed] their bounds with respect to the power of other governmental entities.” Treanor concluded that “[j]udicial review thus was not about protecting individual rights” at the time. Others have similarly highlighted the broad scope of police powers in early American history or the limited role of judicial review.

Our goal here is not to provide a broad account of the historical relationship between police power and judicial review but to make a more modest point: *Bruen* instructed courts to heed historical regulatory traditions in Second Amendment cases, and legislative deference may very well be an important part of that tradition.
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CONCLUSION

Will originalism-by-analogy provide a stable, coherent, and predictable jurisprudence? Initial efforts to apply Bruen give reason for doubt. Originalism-by-analogy has opened the door to tremendous challenges, reflected in divergent methodologies and outcomes. Bringing discipline to the increasingly erratic and unprincipled body of law that is emerging after Bruen should be a primary goal of appellate courts, and especially the Supreme Court, which has an opportunity to provide much-needed guidance in Rahimi during the 2023-2024 Term.

This Article identifies some initial steps in that direction. At minimum, courts must articulate principles of relevant similarity to compare historical and modern laws. Because immense differences between past and present complicate that task, such principles ought to be cast at a high level of generality in order to avoid anachronism. At the same time, and contrary to common assumptions about post-Bruen law, courts will not be able to avoid questions about modern empirics and legislative deference.

Redressing the doctrinal problems discussed in this Article will require more than identifying principles of relevant similarity, avoiding anachronism, and addressing institutional limitations. Given the upheaval spawned by Bruen, courts and scholars will likely be busy for years to come before the consequences of the Court’s novel doctrinal approach to the Second Amendment cases comes into focus.